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ABSTRACT'

This qualitative, interpretative, interview study is conducted with six young female 

Kosovar-Albanian and Serbian participants from a peacebuilding, dialogue and 

training program called Young Women’s Peace Academy. It aims at answering what 

made the young women who participated so “successful” in breaking antagonism, in 

spite of the tensions that exist in the post-conflict society they live in. More 

specifically it is looking at how ethnicity, gender and age interact in the process of 

peacebuilding to fine-grain theory.   
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1. Introduction'

Conflict resolutions are today, as they have always been, central to the long-term 

future of states and people who live within them. Still there is a prevailing search for 

“quick fix solutions” to conflicts. Also to those constructed as ethnic stife, which 

causes a rather simplistic understanding of the consequences and causes of wars. It 

neglects a fundamental characteristics and component; the issues concerning the 

identity politics that are central to these conflicts both to their making and their 

resolution. Without this recognition, which includes an acknowledgement of their 

gendered dimensions, intervention and assistance addressing this type of conflict will 

remain partial and unable to bring peace based on democratic values and the process 

of inclusion1. 

 

The UN resolutions 2250 on youth, peace and security2 and resolution 13253 

emphasize the importance of inclusion of women and youth for a lasting, sustainable 

peace. Inclusion of women has, besides their obvious right to be included, shown to 

increase the number of agreements and made them more sustainable4. Youth is a 

vulnerable group, and the one most prone to attitude change. When unemployment 

and poverty is high and politics exclude youth, they may be exposed to criminal ways 

of surviving and political manipulation into extremist movements etc.5 Inclusion of 

youth should and could instead form democratic and peaceful citizens.  

 

To be able to take advantage of the positive and necessary effects of including women 

and youth in peacebuilding, we first need to understand how they build peace. As 

presented above and will become even more clear in the theory section, there are 

several hypothesis and previous research on how and why women cooperate so 

“successfully” towards peace. Still, gender is only one aspect of an individuals 

identity and a very simplistic explanation factor since many women engage in war 

and resist peace just as much as men does. For peace to prevail long term, coming 

generations needs to take a different approach than their warring parents. Since early 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
1 Korac 2006 
2 Gowan 2015 2 Gowan 2015 
3 United Nations peacekeeping 2016 
4 OSCE 2015 
5 Agbiboa 2015!
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adulthood is a formative period during which susceptibility to attitude change is at its 

peak6 it provides a window of opportunity to effect structures within a society 

suffering from conflict. To manage this we need to understand how positive attitude 

change occurs amongst youth. Identity politics is not only a matter of ethnicity, 

gender and age but also many other factors. This thesis focuses on these three aspects 

because of the limited timeframe and because of how central, even if only parts of a 

person’s identity, ethnicity, gender and age are during conflicts. Understanding more 

about the intersectionality between them is an important step towards forming 

sustainable assistance within peacebuilding. This thesis therefore aims at investigating 

just that. Peacebuilding is here defined as the formation of non-antagonistic identities 

in a post-conflict environment.  

 

This qualitative, interpretative process-tracing and interview study is conducted with 

six young female participants from a peacebuilding, dialogue and training program 

called Young Women’s Peace Academy (YWPA). The interviewees were all part of 

the Kosovo-Serbia chapter of the program and have since then formed a network 

where they continue to cooperate towards peace and reconciliation in the post-conflict 

region where they live. This is what defines “success” when it comes to breaking 

antagonism in this thesis.  

 

The question that this paper is aiming at answering is what made the young women 

who participated in YWPA so “successful” in building their network and cooperation 

between Serbian and Kosovar-Albanian women, in spite of the tensions that exist in 

the post-conflict society they live in. More specifically how did ethnicity, gender and 

age interact in that process?  

+

2. Background''

The following section will provide some background information about the context of 

the Serbia-Kosovo conflict. Since the author of this paper will conduct a qualitative 

analysis of interviews with Serbian and Kosovar nationals, background to the conflict 

gives transparency to where the author’s perspective is coming from. Next the 

program Young Women’s peace Academy will be presented to give an insight to the 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
6!Visser and Krosnick, 1998; Glenn 2005; Bass and Soker 2011; Ekstam 2016!
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background of the specific participants who were later interviewed and to give an idea 

of how the program was structured.   

!

2.1''Kosovo'and'Serbia''

Grievances of independence and retaliation 

Under the leadership of Ibrahim Rugova in the early nineties, Albanians in Kosovo 

began to organize themselves to retain more influence. Rugova argued for separatism 

and for discrimination to be abolished by peaceful means. The Kosovo Liberation 

Army (UCK, Ushtria Clirimtare ë Kosovës, here called KLA) was formed much as a 

reaction to Rugova’s politics, which was perceived as passive and demanded that the 

Yugoslavian government would stop occupying and colonizing Kosovo territory. The 

KLA launched attacks on Serbian refugee camps and policemen with several dead as 

a result.7  

 

The president of the Serbian Republic, Slobodan Milosevic, encouraged the long-

existing claim that Kosovo was Serb ancestral homeland and that giving up its 

territory would be a threat to Serbian national interest. When Yugoslavia started to 

fall apart in the early nineties, he became President of Yugoslavia and the government 

considered Albanian resistance to be a matter of terrorist questioning the Yugoslavian 

territory.8  

 

In 1998 Serbian security forces were dispatched to Kosovo with the aim of 

suppressing the activities of The KLA. Armed fighting broke out and number of 

deaths rose rapidly when retaliation actions became increasingly serious. Due to the 

escalating conflict and massacres of Albanian civilians the conflict gained the concern 

of the international community. The EU and the US, amongst others, condemned the 

Yugoslavian warfare and the Contact Group (representatives from the US, the UK, 

Germany, France and Russia) imposed sanctions and an UN arms embargo on 

Yugoslavia.  

 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
7!Uppsala Conflict Data Program, 2016a!
8!Uppsala Conflict Data Program, 2016a!
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During the NATO organized Rambouillet peace talks in 1999 the KLA signed an 

agreement that required them to disarm within three months but also forced most 

Yugoslavian troops to withdraw from Kosovo, and to put a NATO occupation force 

into the province to enforce the agreement. The Yugoslav government, however, 

refused to sign.9 When this agreement failed, NATO became a secondary warring 

party and launched an air bombardment campaign on Yugoslavian military 

installations in Kosovo and Serbia. The aim was to force Yugoslavia’s capitulation to 

the peace plan. Yugoslavian troops increased their campaign against The KLA but 

NATO was military superior.10  

 

In the end Milosevic agreed to terminate the conflict according to the terms set by 

NATO, including the deployment of NATO forces in Kosovo and the withdrawal of 

Yugoslavian troops from the province. As a reaction to the acceptance by Milosevic 

The KLA signed the “undertaking of demilitarization and transformation by UCK 

(KLA)” and thereby reaffirmed its commitment to terminating the use of armed force 

and a NATO-led peacekeeping force entered Kosovo. Even if the armed conflict was 

terminated the incompatibility remained unsolved. In 2005 an UN-led process was 

initiated to determine the final status of Kosovo but no agreement was reached. On 

February 17th in 2008 The Kosovo assembly declared Kosovo an independent state. 

Many countries have refused to recognize Kosovo as an independent state and Serbia 

has strongly rejected the declaration and questioned its legality under international 

law. The declaration did not cause a renewal of the armed conflict but tension has 

remained.11  

 
Today - The Brussels agreement  

Estimates from the conflict indicates 10,000 dead, 3000 Albanians and 800 Serbs and 

Roma forcibly abducted and more than 850,000 Albanians expelled and thousands 

more internally displaced12. About 230,000 Serbs and Roma left Kosovo immediately 

after the NATO campaign13. During the conflict sexual violence and rape was used 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
9!Uppsala Conflict Data Program, 2016b!
10!Uppsala Conflict Data Program, 2016c!
11!Uppsala Conflict Data Program, 2016d!
12!Amnesty International 2009:3-7; Strapacova, 2016:60!
13!Burema 1999:11;Strapacova, 2016:60!
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systematically against Albanian women and after the entrance of NATO rapes of 

Serbian and Roma women, conducted by ethnic Albanians have also been reported14.  

 

A technical agreement to normalize relations was signed in 2013 (The Brussels 

agreement) after two years of political dialogue facilitated by the EU. This agreement 

circumvents the question of independence and emphasizes predominantly Serbian 

Northern Kosovo. Both the Serbian majority in Northern Kosovo and the Albanian 

majority in the south show little willingness to openly address issues of interethnic 

relations. In its own majority area, both sides, reassures itself that its own 

interpretation is the truth. The frontier between these two strongly felt perspectives 

runs right through Mitrovica and tensions in this city are high and potentially violent. 

Here, Serbs remain close to their roots in Serbia while Albanians (the influential voice 

in Kosovo since 1999) have been much closer to neighboring Albania.15  

2.2''Young'Women’s'Peace'Academy'–'Serbia'&'Kosovo'chapter''

The concept of Young Women’s Peace Academy (YWPA) was developed by Kvinna 

till Kvinna, an organization that works for women’s rights and peace16. The 

organization will not be described more in detail here but instead focus will be on the 

YWPA program. The purpose of that program was to “advocate for the participation 

of young women in peace processes and Peacebuilding at the local level”. Main 

working methods previously used by Kvinna till Kvinna have been networking, 

leadership, activism and feminism. This training added a direct focus on 

peacebuilding, which was also a topic during the training. A key method was to 

provide space to meet, including finding common grounds, learning and sharing about 

things the participants (young women) have in common. The idea is that this allows 

participants to see beyond the “enemy” image or stereotype. They also learned about 

their conflict together, through conflict theory etc., even though they might have come 

from different war narratives.17  

 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
14!Human rights watch 2000 Report summary!
15!Clark, 2002:6-8; Strapacova, 2016:60-61!
16!Kvinna till Kvinna, 2015!
17!Magnuson Buur, 2014!
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The thought was that this would be possible since the participants were already 

involved in civil society/peacebuilding/feminist activism and so on18. The program 

was conducted in six different countries; Armenia, Azerbaijan, Bosnia Herzegovina, 

Serbia, Kosovo and Sweden. The results of the training vary and have not yet been 

evaluated. This paper is focusing on one of the chapters, which included participants 

form Kosovo, and Serbia. The application was open for young women (students, 

graduates and professionals) from Kosovo and Serbia. They were selected based on 

motivation, skills and experience. Internally there was an age limit set from 20-35 

with the possibility for exceptions. Project officers also needed to take into 

consideration difficulties with visas or logistical requirements. Otherwise a basic 

knowledge within the themes of the program was required and great importance was 

put on motivation. There was also an aim of having a mixed group and not to accept 

overqualified candidates since one goal was to strengthen and empower young 

women who needed some upgrade in their learning.19  

!

3. Previous'research'and'Theory''
To understand the interaction between ethnicity, gender and age in the process of 

building non-antagonistic identities for the young women from YWPA we will now 

look at previously theorized mechanisms of identity, ethnicity, gender and youth in 

peacebuilding. The first section will look at how ethnic or identity conflict 

reconciliation is theorized and at results of dialogue programs. The Second describes 

theoretical gender aspects of conflict and peacebuilding and the last section provides 

theory on youth. The aim of this thesis is not to conclude which explanations that are 

the strongest by putting different theories against each other but rather to cast a wide 

net of explanations to understand how they have been visible and possibly interacted 

in this specific case. By doing this theories are fine-grained and concepts of 

mechanisms, in form of theoretical abstractions, can be developed within the practice 

of peacebuilding.   

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
18!Magnuson Buur, 2014!
19!Internal documents from Kvinna till Kvinna!
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3.1'Identity'and'ethnicity'in'Kosovo''

Identity is a person’s sense of being a unique self but at the same time a sense of 

sameness; a feeling of sharing a common mental construction that occurs when we are 

co-members of a social category. The social identity is constituted in the relations 

between the individual and the social environment that arise from different categories. 

They possess a multifaceted, deeply contextual character and are defined by referring 

to those who lie outside the identity group. Therefore they are mutually exclusive but 

there is not necessarily antagonism or conflict between them.20  

 

Antagonism occurs since every collective identity implies an opposed Other (the 

antagonist), who helps to define the very identity. It is enacted through the 

polarization of society, through a formation of chains of uniformity and it implies 

suspension of differences within the chain. Antagonism is a discursive effect and it 

does not have a final stage where it is truly reached. There are rather frontiers and 

identities that are constituted as more or less antagonistic.21 Even if the line of 

division is always fluid, since there are no stable identities, there are according to 

theorist like Chantal Mouffe no way to escape the condition that we/them relations 

can turn into relations of enemies. This happens when “they” are perceived as 

contesting our identity and putting into question our very existence.22 According to 

Mouffe, antagonism occurs between enemies, persons who have nothing in common 

and when a conflict cannot have any rational solutions. There is an alternative that she 

calls agonism and which takes place between adversaries (“friendly enemies”), who 

share a common symbolic space and respect for the “rules of the game”. Antagonism 

and agonism entails to alternative ways of relating to the Others as well as two 

different kinds of others. Adversaries are others who share with us the commitment to 

some principles but differ in their interpretation.23  

 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
20!Demmers 2012:19-22; Strapacova 2016!
21!Thomassen 2005; Jezeirska 2011!
22!Mouffe 1993; Jezeirska 2011!
23!Mouffe 2000; Jezeirska 2011!
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Ethnicity is one component of the identity profile. It is a form of inscriptive identity 

based primarily upon assumed kinship, as expressed by a combination of appearance, 

culture, language, religion, origin etc.24  

 

According to a constructivism paradigm, ethnicity is socially imagined and 

reconstructed when changes occur in the subjective identification of individuals or the 

entry rules for belonging to a community.25 Individuals can therefore change their 

identities and cross or redefine ethnic boundaries26. Primordialism on the other hand 

claims that ethnic identity is natural, objective feature of human identity traceable to 

fixed bonds whose basis is genetic. This is implying that conflict between dissimilar 

ethnic groups is just the outcome of essential differences between their ways of life.27 

These different assumptions provide fundamentally different approaches to a 

reconciliation process and distinct paths to developing policies that address interethnic 

cooperation. Even if causes to a particular outbreak of ethnic violence may be 

explored with a primordialist perspective the conflict is rooted in ethnicity itself. In 

this case you can contain violence but there is no real solution to circumvent 

segregation and avoidance.28  

 

The young Women from YWPA seem to have moved past segregation and avoidance 

and formed an identity where there is no antagonism between Kosovar Albanian and 

Serbian identity. They have crossed ethnic boundaries and for that reason this paper 

embraces a constructivist perspective where this is possible and aims at understanding 

how this new formation of identities, without antagonism, was done.  

 

Previous research on Kosovo suggests that a primordialist perspective on identity 

seem to be dominant in the region. Michaela Strapacova researches reconciliation in 

Kosovo and asks, “what role does a primordial attitude toward ethnicity play in post-

conflict reconciliation in Kosovo and why does it continue to thrive?” Her conclusion 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
24!Horowitz 1985; Srapacova 2016!
25!Barth 1969; Strapacova 2016!
26!Rothchild 1998:6; Strapacova 2016!
27!Demmers 2012:24; Strapacova!
28!Demmers 2012:24; Strapacova 2016!
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is that it’s a combination of collective memory and the education system, which 

reproduces primordial attitudes.29  

 

Collective memory   

Strapacova claims that people understand their present and imagine their future as 

reflections of their memory of the past. The story about history is tied to social, 

historical and political forces and transmitted through state institutions and by cultural 

means and serves to build identity. Historical figures, songs, stories and ceremonies 

blends the mythical with the real and all these rituals produces narratives and 

constructions that solidifies the community roots, ideology and sense of belonging.30 

Both Kosovar Albanians and Serbs demonstrate strong attraction to kinship-based 

national states and where transfigured by the turbulence of the war in Kosovo. Even if 

it would be a simplification to claim that each posses a single collective identity it can 

be stated that basic perspectives can be distinguished in spite of within-group 

diversity.31  

 

After the conflict the international community and media “approved” of Albanians 

portrayal as a victimized group which makes it easier to insist rigidly on the Serbs 

being the guilty part32. There is complete silence about Albanian responsibility for 

violent incidents of “reverse ethnic cleansing” which took place after the balance of 

power had changed and were observed without protest by the international 

community33. Collective memory tends to allocate self-justifying stereotypes in the 

aftermath of an ethnic conflict and exclude alternative perspectives34. In the context of 

Kosovo this has resulted in continued demands for the punishment of Serb 

wrongdoing, but no discussion of rehabilitating innocent Serbian people. Ethnically 

motivated violence is perceived one-sidedly. Its anonymity feeds the self-image of 

Albanians as collectively traumatized victims.35 Both communities contextualize their 

suffering by treating it as a cruel fate that has befallen the entire population of Kosovo 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
29!Strapacova 2016!
30!Chaitin, 2012:151; Strapacova 2016!
31!Chaitin 2012:152; Strapacova 2016!
32!Balkan insight 2011; Strapacova 2016!
33!Zdravkovic-Zonta 2009:668; Strapacova 2016!
34!Huyse 2003:71; Strapacova 2016!
35!Bieber 2002:105; Strapacova 2016!
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throughout its history36. Kosovar Serbs are according to Strapacova more aware of 

wrongdoings committed against Albanians both before and during the war. However, 

remaining silent about the victims of Albanian actions limits their willingness to 

accept responsibility37. Memories persist even after the generation that witnessed 

what occurred is gone: the collective memories of succeeding generations become 

“memories of memories” 38. As they do so, memories are filtered through an 

emotional filter, in which each side remembers those events that caused them the most 

pain while downplaying their own responsibilities. At the same time, future 

generation have only limited room to accommodate their views to account for their 

own direct personal experience.39  

 

Antagonism continues to the next generation  

The education system is often the only available institution within a society to make 

broad, intentional and formal changes to its psychological repertoire.40 In Kosovo the 

education is divided between Serbian and Albanian children. Younger generations 

grow up with entirely different perspectives on recent historical developments without 

realizing that there are two sides to the story. Teaching methods in general provide no 

support for the reconciliation process in Kosovo. Analyses of textbooks and group 

interviews show that students have no idea about what happened during the Kosovo 

war. In some regions the children do not know that members of the other ethnicity had 

also been victimized. Both Albanian and Serbs textbooks contain hate speech, 

including drastic allegations of state genocide, terrorist activities and fascism41. Since 

youth have limited access to each other very little contradicts the picture painted by 

school and families at home.42 Ethnic group members look down on members of the 

other ethnicity and reject the idea that they share any similarities, despite the similar 

social and personal outlooks held by youth on both sides. Each group thinks the other 

lack the most treasured personal values of family, love, faith, independence and 

prosperity.43  

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
36!Zdravkovic-Zonta 2009; Strapacova 2016!
37!Humanitarian Law center, Belgrade 2001; Strapacova 2016!
38!O’Loughlin 2007:196;Strapacova 2016!
39!Lomsky-Feder 2008; Strapacova 2016!
40!Bar-Tal and Bennink 2004:31-32; Strapacova 2016!
41!Balkan Insight 2014; Strapacova 2016!
42!Clark 2002:16; Strapacova 2016!
43!Klimesova 2012:110-114;Strapacova 2016!
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There is awareness amongst the young of the need to open up communications but 

this is a theoretical openness, acceptance of adult’s rules of the societies is still 

dominant. Traditional values and beliefs persevere and are passed on within the 

patriarchal familial structure to the next generation. There is absolute trust in family; 

when polled, the vast majority of young people assert it to be a major influence on 

their everyday lives.44  

 

The research by Strapacova presents collective memory filtered through an emotional 

filter, in which each side remember those events that caused them the most pain while 

downplaying their own responsibilities as one explanation to why reconciliation has 

not come further in Kosovo. At the same time the education system reinforces the 

same memories and separates youths from different ethnicities, which leaves the next 

generation with the same antagonistic identities. In spite of this context the young 

women from YWPA have learned to cooperate and they have built a friendship. From 

what is described by Strapacova very little suggests that this should happen naturally 

through life for young Serbs and Kosovar-Albanians. One thing that needs to be 

clarified here is that the Serbian participants interviewed in this study do not live in 

Kosovo, even if some of them have relatives in and connections to Kosovo. 

Antagonism is strong between the ethnicities but it is not necessarily comparable to 

interviewing Serbs in Kosovo. This paper aims at understanding how these women 

where able to break antagonism. One explanation or part of the explanation could be 

that these women have participated in YWPA and maybe similar dialogue programs. 

For that reason, theory about the process within dialogue and reconciliation programs 

will first be presented.  

Conflict)resolution).)formation)of)identities)without)antagonism)

Previous research on dialogue programs indicates that perceived differences or 

conception of identity is not weakened during the process. Rather identity and 

differences might be strengthened but antagonism limited. One example is a study by 

Isak Svensson and Karen Brounéus45, which is the first to examine the effects of a 

dialogue process in a context of tension and ethnic violence through a randomized 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
44!IDRA 2012; Strapacova 2016!
45!Svensson and Brounéus 2013!
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field experiment, eliminating the problem of selection bias. Through a stratified 

randomization process, participants were selected to a two-term Sustained Dialogue 

program at Addis Ababa University in Ethiopia in 2009-10. After the dialogue 

program an attitudinal survey and behavior trust game were conducted with a group 

of 716 participants and non-participants. The result showed that the program had a 

positive effect on participant’s attitudes: it worked for decreasing mistrust and 

increasing the level of trust between people of different ethnic origins. What seems to 

be counterintuitive is on the other hand that the dialogue program increased the sense 

of importance of ethnic identities as well as the perception of being ethnically 

discriminated. Brounéus and Svensson concluded that when raising issues of ethnic 

identity and conflict in dialogue, differences and similarities are both recognized and 

acknowledged. In this way participants own sense of identity is enhanced which 

facilitates their capacity to trust others.46  

 

An identity theory and methodology inline with this result, which can explain how 

this happens and why it enhances the possibility for reconciliation, is the ARIA 

approach by Jay Rothman, which will be described next.  

The)ARIA)approach:)From)antagonism)to)resonance)and)finally)invention)

The starting point for conflict is when antagonism is created. It begins with framing of 

a negative relational dynamic, Us versus Them. Where the Other’s behavior is seen as 

inherently blameworthy and their actions as part of their nature.47 According to the 

ARIA approach focus needs to move from the exterior blameworthy attributes of the 

Others to an interior focus upon oneself and/or one’s group.48 Instead of being only 

victims of the other side the disputants then start to investigate their own conflict 

agency, what they may have done or not done to contribute to the situation. The goal 

is to take a new view of the other through a lens of analytic empathy, a cognitive shift 

towards acceptance of universal human fallibility and situational constraints. 49 Even 

if not all can be solved and everyone will agree, there can be a perception that 

differences are non-antagonistic.   

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
46!Svensson and Brounéus 2013!
47!Jones 1972; Sillars 1981; Donahue and Kolt 1992; Rothman 2012!
48!Stroh 2011; Rothman & Soderquist 2002; Rothman 2012!
49!Rothman 1997; 2012!
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A neurobiologist named Daniel Siegel and theory of integration describes the move 

from antagonism to resonance and forward to invention through differentiation and 

linkage50. First my I is set apart from your I, I am distinctive of you, but since human 

beings are social beings they also require “linkage” with each other. An individual or 

group who are only formed and maintained in opposition to others is therefore only 

partial. Our brains require linkage through our humanity, our needs and our stories as 

well as healthy differentiations.51 

Conflict resolution is not sufficient if its focus only lies on common ground across 

previously unbridgeable positions. In many cases unbridgeable antagonism may 

remain unbridgeable but identity based conflict can be a source of deep insight about 

self, others and situations and an opportunity for creative transformation and 

cooperation. When identity is multidimensional and reflexive in its understanding and 

expression it “becomes a bridge that spans the globe”.52  

First)step:)From)antagonism)to)resonance)

But how do we move from antagonism to resonance by replacing reductionism 

thinking by a wider and deeper system view of the situation? The ARIA approach 

suggests “intra-and interpersonal processes” and “the why” as mechanism within this 

movement and these will therefore be described in the following section.  

 

Intrapersonal and interpersonal process  

The foundation of this approach is based on the human needs theory of international 

conflict and conflict resolution developed by John Burton in the 1950’s. He suggests 

that deep conflicts are rooted in the threats to and frustration of individual basic 

human needs. A number of these needs are collective but they begin in the individual 

human heart.53 Identity helps us to meet the basic and important fundamental human 

need to experience belonging and uniqueness54 since every individual’s both personal 

and social identity contribute to our self-conception and has psychosocial and 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
50!2010; Rothman 2012!
51!Siegel 2012; Rothman 2012!
52!Rothman 2012 p.19!
53!Rothman, Chrobot-Mason 2012!
54!Brewer 2001; Rothman, Chrobot-Mason 2012!
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emotional significance for us55. But identity also creates divisions and potential 

sources of conflict as we categorize others as “like us” or “not like us” and this 

categorization process often results in polarization and strong emphasis on difference, 

which can result in grater conflict56.  

Parties involved in identity-based conflict seeking resolution must engage in a multi-

phase processes, which begins with a focus on positive distinctiveness57 and identity 

clarity58. This work involves clarifying who we are, what is important to us, what 

experiences have shaped our values and how our identity impacts the way we interact 

with others. Clarifying our identity and especially the aspects of our identity that are 

threatened in a given conflict situation, is important work that must be done before 

mutually positive solutions can be determined to resolve the conflict.59 In times of 

conflict, differences in opinions and perspective emerge and identity often becomes 

more salient. A sense of threat is experienced when identity salience is heightened and 

a perception of being devaluated occurs.60 We must first clarify and identify our 

differences so that we may understand and value the identity of the other rather than 

feel threatened by our differences61. Contrary to our intuition and general nature to 

focus on similarities and minimize differences, this boundary spanning is a process 

that begins with a deep understanding of the boundary or differences that divide us.62  

The ”Why” 

Intra-and interpersonal processes are about identifying who we are and what has 

shaped us and how we interact with others.  When we can clarify and difference our 

identities we may understand and value the identity of the other rather than feel 

threatened by our differences. If this can be taken to its furthest limit it may include 

being able to identify the roots and motivations behind conflict for each group without 

causing a sense of threat within the other. 

 

Asking the question “why” seeks for what motivates people to conflict and potentially 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
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to cooperate but it is also the key to the articulation and construction of identity.63 

This “why” can be deeply painful expressions of experience or profoundly affirmative 

but they provide a window into each other’s experience. The content might be 

threatening to others but when people express their authentic “whys” it creates self-

awareness and presence with others, which encourages listening on all sides.64 In 

identity-based conflicts many individuals and groups define their identity as much as 

by what they are not as by what they are. When expressing your “why” the process of 

self-definition becomes explicit and positive. People then reflect on and express their 

values and experiences, which drive their commitment to a particular position. It takes 

us one step closer to defining who “we” are even if it is oppositional. The stories then 

become less focused on the self that is not the other and more on the core of the self 

that has positive needs and values. This helps to shape what kind of relationship we 

want to have and who we are or need to become to have it. In this way a broader and 

more inclusive notion of identity is forged, where each side needs the other in order to 

be itself and be able to forge a foundation for reaching what both sides need.65 

Invention)

The last stage of the process is what the authors calls “Invention”. This is where the 

visions are put into practice. One problem is that transformed relationships are rarely 

sustainable if they are not consistently reinforced by new patterns of behavior. 

Therefore, the gains of successful conflict resolutions often dissipate once the parties 

return to their respective communities and former routines. For this reason concrete 

programs or organizations with engaged, passionate and committed stakeholders 

should preferably be created.66  

3.2 Gender'and'ethnicity'in'conflict'and'peacebuilding''

As presented before research show that when women are included in peace 

agreements they tend to last longer. Theoretical hypothesis that might explain this can 

be found within gender theory. The same mechanisms could reasonably be involved 

in the case of the young women from YWPA and will therefore be developed in this 
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section. The first part describes gender in conflict and gives a background to the 

second part about gender in peacebuilding.  

Gender)and)ethnicity)in)conflict))

Sexual violence was widely spread during the Kosovo conflict; estimates say 

approximately 10,000-20,000 women were raped between February 1998 and June 

1999. While men who were killed or survived the battles with Serbs are honored and 

respected there is stigmatization from society for the victims of sexual violence.67 

Looking at establishment of ethnicized states through militarization and war with 

gendered glasses makes us understand that it requires a substantial marginalization 

and subordination of women, which is often accompanied by their severe 

victimization. 

 

Militarization of nationalist movements involves changes in ideas about masculinity 

and manliness; manliness as it supports a state and as it informs a nation. With this 

process comes a complementary transformation in ideas about femininity and the 

interdependence that comes with it, which is a social construct that usually privileges 

masculinity.68  

 

When ethnicity is patriarchal, national identity is located within the female and 

women’s bodies are used as “vehicles” for the symbolic representation of political 

purpose.69 Female capacity to reproduce becomes a marker of male-defined ethnic 

identity. When there is an apparent emphasis on ethnic purity, women are only 

permitted to express sexuality with men of their own community. Women are 

perceived as passive and vulnerable and dependent on male definitions of appropriate 

behavior and male protection.70 This purity is deliberately assaulted just because it 

strikes at the core of ethnic identity.71 Sexual abuse and rape are then powerful 

“ethno-markers” and increased violence is justified as the “defense” of the 

engendered ethnic collective and transform women into symbolically important 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
67!Human Rights Watch 2000; Balkan Insight 2014; Strapacova 2016 p.72).!
68!Enloe 1993; Korac 2006!
69!Yuval-Davis 2997; Elshtain 1992; Moghadam 1997;Coomaraswamy 1999; Handrahan 2004!
70!Yuval-Davis and Anthias 1989; Handharan 2004!
71!Coomaraswamy 1999; Handrahan 2004!
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targets.72 Women are viewed as property of the enemy and their bodies become 

territories to be seized and conquered73. 

 

Since ethnicity is considered paternal the woman’s ethnicity is irrelevant when it 

comes to having children. A man can produce children that are ethnically his by 

raping any woman, regardless of her ethnic distinction, since she possesses no 

separate identity, individually or collectively. She is only a boundary-marker for 

male-defined collective ethnic identity and only enjoys her ethnicity as long as she 

remains inside the boundaries of ethnicity. If a woman has “allowed” penetration by 

the ethnic “other” (or men from the international community) she may be rejected 

since she no longer has any value to her community. Women’s value is consequently 

directly linked to their ethnic community.74 This identity politics assign women as 

“mothers of the nation”, who are in danger and have to be protected, or as transmitters 

of culture and traditional values. These labeling lead women into further 

subordination and victimization75.  

 

Without denying the tremendous suffering that men experience during war we should 

acknowledge that there is a positive identity aspect for men who defend “their” 

women and homeland. Many feminists, Enloe76, Peterson77, Pateman78, Elshtain79 and 

Philips80 have documented the strikingly consistent gender elements of citizenship 

and the link between citizenship and the division between women and men that war 

and the preparation for war enforce.81 The experience of brotherhood and civic virtue 

is unsustainable without war, war makes the man82. 
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Gender)and)ethnicity)in)peace)building))

Just as in conflict, post-conflict environment is intensely about male power systems, 

struggles and identity formation.83 These identity shifts are accompanied by traumas 

and horrors from conflict. Added to this uncertainty is the competing fraternity that 

may have filled a male domestic power vacuum created during conflict, the 

international community. For women the post-conflict period may pose big threats. 

Being forced into prostitution, honor killings and an increase of domestic violence 

when male relatives who survived the war return home are just some of the violence 

women might face in post-conflict environments.84 

 

Shared experience of violence and oppression  

Some women choose not to reify male ethnicity and violence by forming multi-ethnic 

peace groups with other women. The shared experience that women have as women, 

mothers and wives subjected to violence may be what reduces the significance of 

ethnicity and strengthens gender identity.85 If a militarized society is a disaster both to 

women of the oppressing community as well as the community of the oppressed there 

is a rationale for women to come together in an alliance to help both groups86. When 

women define themselves and gain control of their own reproductive potential and 

sexuality it is a catalyst for rejecting ethnic identity in favor of gender.87 In this way 

women may reject their position as ethnic boundary-makers.  

 

Rationale to reject male defined ethnicity 

Because there is a predominance of women rejecting ethnicity as primary and uniting 

across contested ethnic lines there has been some speculation that perhaps women are 

“natural” peacemakers. The research of Handrahan88 posits instead that if male ethnic 

leaders instrumentalize women’s ethnicity, women may be less attached to an identity 

that locates them at the nexus of inter- and intra-male violence. Some women 

immediately recognized the danger of identity politics which assign women as 

“mothers of the nation”, who are in danger and have to be protected, or as transmitters 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
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of culture and traditional values. They are aware of how these labeling leads women 

into further subordination and victimization89. When understanding the gendered 

workings of power that lead to war and formations of states we can understand the 

likelihood of emerging alliances among some women90. When women favor gender as 

a primary identity, they may be asserting their rights as women, independent of the 

dominant male ethnic community and identity.91  

 

Feminism 

There are several arguments for why some women become actively involved in the 

grassroots work of keeping lines of communication open in wars constructed as 

ethnic, religious and communal stife. One is that feminism, understood as anti-

essentialist and democratic, that is, inclusive of women differently situated in ethnic, 

class and other structures, tend to immunize women against regressive constructions 

of ethnic and national identity. “If you pick a non-primordial gender card you are less 

likely to reach for a primordial national card”.92 Women are not “natural 

peacemakers” but since they have not been exposed to masculine socialization, they 

may be better positioned than men not to accept the values of a male-dominated 

society and to formulate a transformative, non-violent vision of conflict resolution.93  

 

Transversal politics  

Even if early meetings for women on “different sides” often are painful, if successful, 

they start a process of reconciliation of differences embedded in “relational 

positionality”94. Relational positionality refers to the multiple relations of power, 

which intersect in complex ways with position of individuals and collectives in 

shifting and often contradictory locations within geopolitical spaces, historical 

narratives and movement politics.95 The stories women tell are important; they have 

every right to feel bitterness towards other ethnic groups and they are an important 

part of the identity process. These stories do often include descriptions before conflict, 
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where people from other ethnic groups were neighbors and friends. The willingness of 

others to listen creates trust. These talks create spaces in which women are positioned 

in a compatible way and where nationalist discourse of “right” and “wrong” ethnic 

belonging does not exist. This kind of communication is called “transversal” politics 

and at the center of the process is “rooting” and “shifting”. The participants in a 

dialogue are rooted in their own membership and identity, while at the same time they 

shift in order to put themselves in the situation of other participants with different 

membership and identity.96 Women are through this able to accept their diverse 

positioning’s as sites of “unfinished knowledge”, which is continuously redefined in 

relation to the different life situations of women and their different relations to power. 

Through “transversal politics” new social links and alliances can be created, 

regardless of ethnic background.97  

3.3 Youth'and'ethnicity'in'conflict'and'peacebuilding''

The participants of YWPA were all different individuals with different backgrounds 

but they all did however identify themselves as women and they were all under the 

age of 35 (the ones who did the interviews were all under 30). For this reason there 

might be mechanisms taking place in their reconciliation process which can be traced 

back to the fact that they can all be considered youth.  

 

Theory of the ageing stability hypothesis within political socialization research holds 

that proneness to attitude change is for different reasons negatively related with the 

aging past early adulthood.98 Early adulthood is a formative period during which 

predisposition to attitude change is at its peak99. It is still unclear which mechanisms 

that are at play, whether the relationship is driven psychological or by sociological 

causes or by an interaction between the two100. No matter the reasons behind it this 

makes it clear that influence is most effective on youth and motivates the importance 

of providing young people with a peaceful mindset instead of violence, hatred or 

extremism. 
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Previous research on youth peacebuilding and exchange programs have shown that 

these programs do not only have the potential to enhance participants knowledge, 

understanding and perception of other countries but that they also have an impact on 

people surrounding the participants101. Programs containing youth dialogue and 

conflict analysis have resulted in empowerment of youth where they build capacities 

for relating with each other, expressing ideas and feelings openly, understanding each 

other cross cultures, analyzing complex issues in respectful collaboration and gaining 

a new understanding of themselves and their leadership capacities. When a dialogue 

process is appropriately focused it stimulates self-disclosure and reflective analysis 

among diverse participants: understanding and being understood.102 This is closely 

connected to interpersonal and intrapersonal processes described within identity 

theory. A Key in programs for youth seems to be the empowering capacity it 

facilitates. They provide a range of individual and shared capacities for emerging 

leaders for peace and change by deepening the potential for self-reflection and 

compassion in emerging leaders as they develop the sense of empowerment needed 

for responding together to the overwhelming issues that face their generation.103  

 

The experience of taking part in a peacebuilding and dialogue program can build an 

identity around it for young people. For that to happen the participants need to feel 

that it is meaningful for them and that their contribution is valued. The provision of 

non-conflictual experience of interaction needs to be consistent over time and also 

complemented with other experiences of non-conflictual self and others.104  

3.4'Concluding'theoretical'framework''

How can these theories help the formation of friendship and cooperation between the 

young women from Kosovo and Serbia during the Young Women’s Peace Academy? 

From theory above I will here formulated hypothesized mechanisms. The young 

women from YWPA have during their life moved from antagonist identities towards 

what seems to be resonance, since cooperation is possible and lately to invention 
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when they decided to create their own network and continue to cooperate. Through 

interviews the theorized mechanisms below were investigated with the aim of 

understanding the intersectionality between ethnicity, gender and youth in the process 

of breaking antagonism. 

Intrapersonal)process,)interpersonal)process)and)transversal)politics))

A first step towards reconciliation is to clarify our own identity, who we are, what is 

important to us, what experiences have shaped our values and how our identity 

impacts the way we interact with others. By doing that we may understand and value 

the identity of others rather than feel threatened by our differences. It is therefore not 

about minimizing differences but by understanding the boundaries and differences 

that divide us. In this process individuals get a clearer sense of oneself but also of the 

true other and can therefor formulate a “we” where differences may be seen not as 

threatening but understandable. Yuval-Davis calls this transversal politics where the 

participants in a dialogue are rooted in their own membership and identity, while at 

the same time they shift in order to put themselves in the situation of other 

participants with different membership and identity. Women are through this able to 

accept their diverse positioning’s as sites of “unfinished knowledge”, which is 

continuously redefined in relation to the different life situations of women and their 

different relations to power.  

This will here be operationalized as the ability to feel empathy and have an 

understanding of the different perspective than your own even if it is threatening but 

also the perception that you feel understood by the “other side”. During the interviews 

the women were asked about their experiences of meeting the others, how they 

perceived them and how they believe that they themselves were perceived. They will 

be asked if there were any conflicts but also what they believed brought them closer 

together. Since they will also be asked if they have expressed their “need”/”why” in 

front of the others and how this was received and if they have heard the Others need 

and why and how that made them feel, they will, if they have not done so before, be 

encouraged to think about the other perspective and express what they have heard and 

felt.  
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The)“why”))

When people start to motivate what drives them in a conflict situation by really 

getting in to the core of their emotions they start to identify themselves from the 

perspective of agency. This can brake the cycle of “us” versus “them” since people 

start to identity themselves as something different than a “non-them”. It creates the 

possibility for formulating positive needs and values, which is a step toward 

cooperation and solutions. Theory suggests that when people tell their true “why” to 

each other they connect on a more human and personal level and start to see each 

other as different but also in relation to the others. This mechanism might seem very 

similar to the one above but consider “the why” as the next step in becoming more 

grounded in yourself and your reasons for conflict (or in this case, lack of 

reconciliation) while the one above is more about taking the perspective of the other, 

understanding differences and feeling empathy.   

 

The “why” in this paper is operationalized as being able to formulate an “I need” 

which is not dependent on what others can do for you but on what you need to feel for 

reconciliation to be possible. The interviewees are asked what their “need” would be 

and if they have ever expressed that in front of the Others and what reactions that 

created.  

Invention))

One problem is that transformed relationships are rarely sustainable if they are not 

consistently reinforced by new patterns of behavior. Therefore, the gains of successful 

conflict resolutions often disperse once the parties return to their respective 

communities and former routines. For this reason concrete programs or organizations 

with engaged, passionate and committed stakeholders should preferably be created. 

The women from YWPA have already started to create a network for future 

cooperation, which means that they are trying to form new routines. During the 

interviews questions are asked about their expectations and fears for this network to 

get a sense of how committed they are. Invention is therefore operationalized as 

expressed motivation and investment in the future cooperation.  
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Shared)experience)of)violence)and)oppression) 

The shared experience of being a woman subjected to violence and oppression in all 

ethnic groups might make it easier for women to relate to each other as women and 

find common goals to work towards. During the YWPA the participant have 

formulated national problems for women related to violence and oppression, 

expressed them in front of the others and also cooperated around goals to work 

towards but is this a factor which has brought them closer together? The 

operationalization of “shared experience of violence and oppression” is to see if the 

women expresses that sharing oppressing and violent experiences is a factor that have 

brought them closer together.  

Rationale)to)reject)male)defined)ethnicity)

When women recognize the danger of being assigned the role as “mothers of the 

nation” who needs to be protected or as transmitters of culture and traditional values 

they are aware of how these labeling lead women into further subordination and 

victimization. It then gives women a rational to reject nationalist and male defined 

ethnicity. The masculine norm connects violence to manliness and provides men with 

an identity that can be strengthened by acts of violence. Women’s role becomes the 

one of the victim and without agency. The interviewees will be asked about if there 

has been consequences of the conflict on what it means to be a Serbian/Kosovar-

Albanian woman in their society and if that gives them another perspective on the 

conflict and post-conflict situation. The rationale to reject male defined ethnicity is 

operationalized as connecting ethnicity and nationalism to gender and negative 

consequences for women. 

Feminism))

Feminism should be understood as anti-essentialist and democratic, that is, inclusive 

of women differently situated in ethnicity, class and other structures. This could tend 

to immunize women against regressive constructions of ethnic and national identity. 

“If you pick a non-primordial gender card you are less likely to reach for a primordial 

national card”. The young women will be asked if they call themselves feminists and 

if yes, what that word means to them and how long they have called themselves that. 

Feminism as an explanation for the cooperation between these women is 

operationalized as if they articulate feminism to mean inclusion of all women 
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regardless of ethnicity and as if feminism means that there are no definite grounds of 

being, which someone has to posses in order to be a certain being, such as woman or 

belonging to a certain ethnicity. 

!

Empowering)an)alternative)identity))

Previous research on youth programs seems to be inline with identity theory in 

general but they do also emphasize personal growth and empowerment. When 

participating in peacebuilding dialogue programs, some youth seem to find a new 

identity as leaders within peacebuilding. For this to happen the non-conflictual 

interaction needs to be persistent over time and complemented with other experiences 

of non-conflictual interaction. That the interaction needs to be persistent is inline with 

invention and does not need be covered here. If and how the participants have 

experienced personal growth and empowerment will be visible through the question 

of what the most important thing they have learned is, how they think others view 

them and how their identity have developed through time. The timeline question 

described below will cover if they have had previous experiences with non-violent 

interaction. Empowered alternative identity is operationalized as describing a 

strengthened self-esteem which is connected to something else than ethnicity.   

!

4. Method''

The method of this study is so-called practice tracing, an interpretavist version of 

process tracing. It is conducted as an observational and in-depth interview study. I as 

a researcher have visited Serbia and Kosovo to conduct the interviews but also taken 

part in the same program, even if in a different context, as the interviewees and finally 

also participated in one of the steps of YWPA together with the interviewees in 

Istanbul. The observational part gives me, as a researcher, an insight into the 

dynamics between the interviewees and that there actually is cooperation and 

friendship between them but also to the conduction of the dialogue program. The 

interviews give clues to how the non-antagonistic identities were formed. They are 

structured as life interviews since there might be at least two different parts to the 

explanation. The first is the dialogue program (YWPA). The second could be that 

there are some specific commonalities between these young women that make them 
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more likely to build non-antagonistic identities towards each other. What ever that 

might be it could have been present during any point in their life or existed as a 

process with many points of interest. The interviewees are therefore asked to identify 

points in time when their perspective of the other ethnicity has changed. From those 

answers it is I, as a researcher, which will have to draw insights on patterns that show 

similarities between the women, either in line with theory, to fine-grain it or with the 

possibility to get new inductive explanations.  

 

The method section will start of by describing process tracing and practice tracing and 

then moving on to life interviews.    

4.1'Process'tracing''

Process tracing is a method that originates from cognitive psychology where it refers 

to “the examination of intermediate steps in a process to make inference about 

hypotheses on how that process took place and whether and how it generated the 

outcome of interest”105.  

 

Process tracing is usually associated with a rationalist and positivist perspective but it 

does not have to be106. In this paper process tracing is instead developed from an 

interpretavist perspective called practice tracing.   

Practice)tracing)–)process)tracing)from)an)interpretavist)perspective))

Vincent Pouliot argues for a possibility to combine process tracing and an 

interpretavist perspective in what he calls practice tracing. Practices are socially 

meaningful and organized patterns of activities (ways of doing things). This hybrid he 

claims rests on two principles: social causality should be established locally, but with 

an eye to producing analytically general insights. The first principle suggests the 

distinctiveness of casual accounts: it is meaningful contexts that give practices their 

social effectiveness and generative power in and on the world. The second principle 

holds that no social relationships and practices are so unique as to foreclose the 

possibility of theorization and categorization.107 

 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
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Pouliot departs from Andrew Bennet and Jeffrey, T Checkel’s scientific realist 

assertion of mechanisms; that they are out there as ontological entities in the world. 

Instead Pouliot uses the concept of mechanism for the theoretical abstraction that 

social scientists coin in order to classify practices across cases. Mechanisms are 

analytical constructs whose objective is not to match actual social instances, but to 

draw useful connections between them. Mechanisms are analytical constructs that 

help organize empirics; they make sense of history, but do not drive it.108 Mechanism 

are in this paper therefore not defined as universal laws that we can use for 

predictions since we cannot know whether mechanism will be activated or not or if it 

will always have the same effect in different contexts109. Mechanisms in the Bennet 

and Checkel sense follow logic of abstraction, which is very different from that of 

practice. Pouliot argues that defining feature of the social scientific ethos is to look 

beyond specific cases and ask: “what is this an instance of” but that the search for 

analytical generality is not the same as testing empirical generalizations.110 Practice 

tracing should not test theories but rather develop and fine-tune the analytical 

mechanisms111.  

 

Using Pouliots method of practice tracing this paper is not testing the theories 

presented above but is aiming at fine-tuning the analytical mechanism behind them by 

looking at the intersectionality between ethnicity, age and gender. The practice that is 

studied is the practice of peacebuilding within the context of the young women from 

YWPA. By fine-graning the mechanisms within this process the goal is to clarify 

what this is an instance of. From this perspective it is not possible to draw empirical 

generalizations about peacebuilding but rather to develop concepts of mechanism as 

theoretical abstractions, which can help to classify practices of peacebuilding across 

cases.  

 

Mechanism is a word used in quite confusing ways both in general and also in this 

thesis. I will therefore try to clarify how the concept is used here. The first usage of 

mechanisms here is when drawing them from theory presented above. Transversal 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
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politics/intra-interpersonal process, “the why”, invention, shared experience of 

violence and oppression, rejecting male defined ethnicity, feminism and empowering 

of an alternative identity are here called mechanism because the different theories 

describes them as mechanisms that can, for different reasons and in different contexts, 

explain the outcome of peacebuilding. As Pouliot emphasizes, mechanism does not 

match actual social instances but draw useful connections between them. For this 

reason the aim of this paper is not to empirically test each and everyone of these 

mechanism to provide an answer to which ones are the true matches. Instead the first 

aim is to see how they can be identified within this particular process. The next step is 

then to analyze how these mechanism, all drawn from different theories of 

identity/ethnicity, gender and age interact in this specific case. This is to understand 

more about when and where different mechanism within peacebuilding are present 

and what form it takes by combining different aspects of identity that matters in 

conflict and post-conflict societies. At this stage it might be more correct to call the 

mechanisms something else but since changing the word for the same concepts might 

be just as confusing I will here stick to mechanisms. The final aim is to use this 

analysis of the interaction between them to develop and fine-grain theory by 

developing theoretic abstractions of mechanism for young women in peacebuilding.  

 

There are some predicaments with practice tracing from an interpretavist perspective. 

To be able to decipher the meaning of practice, its practicality must be both alien and 

native to the interpreter’s own system of meanings. If to embodied by the interpreter it 

might remain invisible. If the opposite, it is completely alien, it may not be properly 

understood within its context. The best method is therefore, according to Pouliot, 

ethnographic participant observation, which involves the researchers direct and 

sustained participation inside of a social setting and its everyday dynamics.112  

 

If practices cannot be seen they can still be talked about through interviews. 

Qualitative interviews are particularly suited for reconstructing the practitioner’s point 

of view. The challenge with interviews is that practical knowledge is generally unsaid 

and mostly implicit. When people reflect on their practices they, at the same time, 

loose the ability to express the truth of this practice and especially the truth of the 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
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practical relation to the practice. The solution is to focus less on what interviewees 

talk about than what they talk from: the stock of unspoken assumptions and tacit 

know-how that ought to be presumed in order to say what is being said.113 The author 

of this paper combines participant observation and qualitative interviews to decipher 

the meaning of the practice of peacebuilding for the women from YWPA for the 

reasons developed by Pouliot above.  

 

The goal is to interpret the context in which various given political practices, in this 

case peacebuilding, are enacted. By doing this researchers do not only document 

pattern ways of doing things; they also make causal claims (often left implicit), 

showing how one set of practices has led to another. In this case the first step of 

analysis (through an observational study) has led to the claim that the young women 

have formed non-antagonistic identities since they are continuing their friendship, 

network and cooperation even after the training program. When conducting the 

interviews I am, as a researcher, not only documenting how the women built non-

antagonistic identities (peacebuilding) but also, no matter if I explicitly say so or not, 

make casual claims on how the different mechanism lead to this particular outcome.  

 

At the same time, the interpretative step of embedding practices in their social context 

does depart from the cross-case variation of intermediate variables, going into 

constitutive theorization instead. For practices to deliver social effects, it must be 

constituted as such through interpretative dynamics of meaning making and 

intersubjective negotiation. A social scientific account of practices necessarily 

remains metaphorical, it consist of a scholarly interpretation that inevitably departs 

from the practical interpretative logics on the ground. Practices have so a double 

existence: as social processes (at the level of action) and as reconstructed objects of 

analysis (at the level of observation). The aim should be to capture practical logics so 

as to explain their social effects, bearing in mind the reconstructive process that the 

interpretation of meanings necessarily entails.114  

 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
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Good process tracing must keep sight of both context and structure, practices are 

“suspended” between structure and agency and they have no meaning outside the 

context of their enactment. It should also account for alternative explanation and pay 

attention to other scenarios.115  

 

4.2'Case'selection'

The case of the Serbian/Kosovo group from YWPA is a most-likely case. The 

participants have been selected because of their believed ability and motivation to 

succeed in cooperating and this was also the outcome. A most-likely case like this is 

useful for two main reasons. First, whatever problems this group has faced will likely 

be found within other “less-likely” cases. Second, it is useful when we want to clarify 

and fine-grain theory and mechanism which can later be researched in other cases.  

 

The Kosovo conflict was, as presented in the background, previous research and 

theory, highly ethnicized and gendered. It is also a quite resent conflict but not 

ongoing, there is an absence of violent conflict but still tension and antagonistic 

division between Serbs and Kosovar-Albanians. For this reason the case selection of 

the young women from YWPA can give us insights of a successful case within a 

current context and situation, which takes away the difficulty of time aspects of 

interpretation for the researcher.  

 

From the group of nineteen young women, whereof eight Serbian and eleven 

Kosovar-Albanian, three Serbian and three Kosovar-Albanian young women from 

different parts of Kosovo and Serbia were interviewed at depth. All of the participants 

were contacted and asked for an interview. The six women were the ones who 

responded and who were logistically possible to interview during the time period of 

this research. The interviewees were all from different areas within Kosovo and 

Serbia which makes sure that general patterns discovered during interviews are not 

because of their location during conflict or post-conflict, besides from the fact that the 

Serbian women all lived in Serbia, not Kosovo, which prevents us from generalizing 

to Serbian women living in Kosovo. The sensitive subject and the wide net of 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
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mechanisms make a few in-depth interviews a more suitable tool than other 

alternatives. Of course all of the interviewees gave consent to the interviews and to 

being recorded and transcribed. Because of the sensitive subject I decided to send all 

the quotes used from each interviewee for them to accept. Also their names, age, city 

of residency or any other information that can connect them to their statements here 

are not included for ethical reasons.  

4.3'Life'interviews''

As lifestory aim to, the interviews conducted in this thesis centers on the young 

women from Kosovo and Serbia and aims at capturing them as agent in their own 

lives but also in relation to the post-conflict environment in which they live. Lifestory 

interviews have a special interest in understanding transitions, here the transition 

towards non-antagonistic identities, by collecting different voices and experience 

around it. As suggested by the political scientist Johanna Söderström, interviews have 

been conducted until new interviewees doubtfully would add anything new to the 

analysis to reach theoretical saturation. When used in research as the one conducted 

here, the goal is not to reproduce life stories but to look for similarities and 

differences to be able to add something of theoretical relevance.116   

The)Zoom)model)–)A)Dynamic)Framework))

Since there is no way to escape the researcher as an agent it is important to be 

transparent, aware and structured when conducting life story interviews. The name of 

the Zoom model is used as a metaphor to highlight the researchers involvement. The 

photographer selects the subject, chose angle and lighting and constructs the image 

for a particular purpose. The same is true for researchers.117  

 

To capture contradictory perspectives within one life story, this method helps the 

researcher to account for all the multiple dimensions with one life story. The life 

history interpreter focus on four levels: macro, meso, micro and the interactional.118  

!
The macro level focuses on sociocultural collective dimensions. Here we look at the 

impact of dominant discourses to understand the cultural prescriptions of that time. At 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
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the same time we need to consider the composition of the account, the story is often 

culturally specific and enable one certain relationships of Self to society to be 

possible. Macro level analysis may reveal the impact of historical events on the lives 

of individuals by illuminating generational similarities and differences. The macro 

level tells us the story of the relationship between an individual and society.119  

 

At the meso level we search for themes that have been constructed by the individual 

in order to forge a coherency across her life history. The style of telling reveals the 

taken for granted through to the apparently problematic aspects of that account. One 

should also consider what is not visible, the silences and absences in the life story. In 

this level the individual dimensions of a life story is illuminated.120  

 

At the micro level the focus lie on oral dimensions of the story. This might add depth 

to the words of the interviewee or the emotions might reveal incongruence that 

demands further consideration.121 

 

On the last level, the interactional level, I, as the researcher, acknowledge my own 

place within the research. A life story is the result of the relationship between a 

particular person and a particular researcher. The researcher is interpreting in every 

aspect as she chooses what to elicit, highlight and make visible.122  

!

How)the)interviews)were)structured))

The interviews were structured into two parts. The first part consisted of open 

questions!on the topic of Young Women’s peace academy and Serbian- Kosovo 

relations from the interviewee’s perception. This part of questions ended with a 

request to the interviewee to draw a lifeline with points where their perception of 

Serbian/Kosovar-Albanian relations has changed. The lifeline-question was 

formulated towards them personally and from their experiences not as a general 

question of the relationship between all people from Serbia and Kosovo. The idea 

behind formulating open questions about the Academy and the women’s experiences 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
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is that it gives us a chance to draw inductive insights about the mechanisms behind 

the collaboration between these women. If their answers to these questions are inline 

with theory presented in this paper they provide strong indications of existing theory 

being applicable in this case and can provide information on how the different 

theories can relate to each other. If they are not we are able to learn new insights 

which with further research can build new theory on peacebuilding.  

 

The second section of questions is deducted from the three main theories. It starts of 

with questions deducted from the identity-theory and ends with questions about the 

gendered and youth aspects of conflict and peacebuilding. One of the last questions is 

formulated as what they think would happen if men had been a part of The Young 

Women’s Peace Academy, if anything would have developed differently, if other 

issues would have appeared etc. With this question the aim is to identify the women’s 

perspective on how gender differs when it comes to peacebuilding in their specific 

context instead of having them speculate in general terms. The idea behind this 

section of questions is that even if links to theory was absent in the answers to 

questions from the first section we would not be able to falsify an application of the 

theories on this case from that. If the answers to questions in the second section still 

don’t confirm the theories presented in this case it is a strong indication to them being 

non-applicable in this case.  

 

Both the open questions and the more deductive questions can together give inductive 

insight to how age, gender and ethnicity have interacted within this process. The 

interview aim at providing understanding of how the mechanisms drawn from theory 

have been present in the women’s process but also how they might have interacted 

with each other.  !

!

5. Result'&'Analysis''

The result is divided into three main sections. The first will present a summary of the 

timelines, which the interviewees were asked to draw. The second will identify if and 

how the theorized mechanism took form in this particular case. The third will use the 

zoom model to show how the different theorized mechanisms relate to each other and 

at what level of analysis.  
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!

5.1'Timeline'analysis''

During the interviews the YWPA participants were asked to describe a lifeline from 

when they were born until today, marking specific moments, events, people they have 

met or other things that has influenced their relationship to the other ethnicity or their 

perspective of the conflict. Here I will present a summery lifeline of the interviewees 

each respective ones.  

 

Figure)1.)Timeline))
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The Ps in the timeline stands for ”personal story” which are appearing at other times 

than during general major events. The years mark such general events, which are 

mentioned by both sides but described differently. The texts around the years are 
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examples of how the women describe these events and are therefore a mix of more 

personal stories and general political descriptions. 

 

Surrounding the big events such as the war (1999), the conflict at the bridge, burning 

of churches and evictions of Serbs in 2004 the young women in Kosovo and in Serbia 

both describes personal stories and emotional stories. In between these events 

however, almost solely Kosovar Albanians mentions personal stories of how people in 

their neighborhood changed, Serbs who became violent against Albanians and so 

on123. This could be for several reasons. The Serbian women might not have personal 

stories in-between these events since the conflict was in Kosovo where non of them 

personally lived or they might not be use to mentioning and describing personal 

stories since there is a sense of blame on the Serbs for what happened. Another 

explanation could be how little information there was on the war on Kosovo for 

Serbian youth, even if they would have stories to tell they might not have heard about 

them themselves124. One of the Serbian women for example, who did have a close 

connection to Kosovo through family said that she had never talked about the 

experiences and stories with her relatives, for some reason that she could not 

explain125.  

 

The personal stories marked after 2008 are about meeting people from the other 

ethnicity after the war and connecting with them in different ways126. These 

interviews are far to little material to say anything conclusive about it but it can be 

worth mentioning that these connections happened after the independence. A 

Kosovar-Albanian woman described how different it felt after the independence; 

much do to the knowledge that the Albanian people had some kind of police or 

military which was at their disposal. Even if they had international forces after a while 

before 2008 it still felt like things could turn at anytime and go back to how they were 

during the war, that there was no one there to protect them, no one to turn to she 

explained. 127 

 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
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Everyone mentioned the major events marked in Figure 1. Some did not talk much at 

all about them128 but when described by women from Serbia the NATO bombings, 

evictions of Serbs and other more personal stories about retaliation against Serbs were 

mentioned129 while the Kosovar Albanian women described the consequences of 

fleeing or not, people who died or are not to be found130. The descriptions are more 

personal for the Kosovar Albanian during the war and for Serbs after the war, which 

is inline with when respective ethnicity endured most hardships.  

 

The descriptions around the war in 1999 are actually not contradictive even if 

different parts of information are mentioned or not. A Serbian woman, who describes 

how Serbs from Kosovo moved in next door to them around that time, said that the 

new neighbors told her and her family about their former “good Albanian neighbors, 

who were just like them131” and how it was true that there was injustices against 

Albanians within the municipalities and even higher up before the war.  

 

Around 2004 the events are described differently. The two Kosovar-Albanian women 

who mention the year call it “Tension in Mitrovica132” or a “mini-war at the bridge133” 

but do not say much more about it. At the same time a Serbian woman describe how 

awful what happened in March 2004 was for Serbian youth, she said “I have this one 

picture stuck in my brain of this guy who crushed a cross from a church and it was 

terrifying because you could see your heritage, churches from the 1100s being 

destroyed134”. This could ones again be explained in many different ways. With the 

perspective of war on Kosovo in 1999 the Kosovar-Albanians might not have seen the 

conflict in 2004 as a major event, not because of who was mostly affected but because 

of its magnitude or it could have been because this time the Albanians were predators 

more than victims. Answering direct questions in other parts of the interview, two of 

the Kosovar-Albanian interviewees talk about responsibilities from their nationals and 

especially when talking about personal experiences with friends or in seminars but 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
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when asked to describe their lifeline they do not mention any moments where they 

questioned the behavior of Kosovar-Albanians135. During interviews with the Serbian 

women however, all three mentions Milosevic, Serbian media and politicians who did 

terrible things to intensify the conflict136. Two of them also questioned the reactions 

from people when Kosovo declared itself independent. They wondered what the big 

deal was, did not everyone already realize that Kosovo was independent and how does 

it make sense to rob your own shops and ruin things in your own town as a protest 

against it?137 

 

5.2'Mechanism'analysis''

This section will describe how each of the theorized mechanisms was visible in the 

interviews conducted after YWPA. It will describe if the mechanism was visible, how 

it took form and if it was expressed already in the more open questions or only in the 

more deductive questions.   

Intrapersonal)process,)interpersonal)process)and)transversal)politics)

!
It is like you know your enemy is right there but it doesn’t have a face. Then you 
meet the first person and apparently it has a face, it is not a monster, it is young and 
normal like you.138 

!
All of the women expressed personal stories as the biggest factor behind how they 

connected and they all identified a conflict simulation/role-play during the first 

module of the Young Women’s Peace Academy in 2015 to be the source of such 

conversations139. Serbian participants consistently described one of their motivations 

for participating in the academy as that they wanted to learn more about what 

happened during the conflict because of how little objective information they had 

access to during the conflict, how skewed information has been from politicians and 

media in Serbia140. Hearing the personal stories of what the Kosovar-Albanians 

experienced had a strong impact on the Serbian women. One of them described the 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
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importance of the first module of the program as “…meeting people, spend time with 

them and get to know them. To exchange opinions and to face my self with my fears 

when I met the others and saw their fear of meeting us.141”  

 

Another one of the Serbian participants said that she thought that she could see things 

from both sides before the training but that she realized afterwards that she had not 

been able to do that until now when she had been to Kosovo and met the people 

there142. The Serbian women could describe stories from the Albanian participant and 

express empathy with the traumas they must have experienced.  

 

All of the Kosovar-Albanian participant describe how the reactions of empathy from 

the Serbian participants were important. ”It was the reaction that made us connect 

more to each other143”  

 

As you sat there and introduced yourself you started to get this glimpse of who they 

are and then the session started and you saw the reactions from them, the good energy 

and how open and sharing everyone was144.   

 

Two of them explain how they tell other Kosovar-Albanians about how a lot of Serbs 

did not agree with the war on Kosovo and that they accepts the independence145 and 

the third says that she always try to question peoples prejudice and hatred against 

Serbs by asking how they can blame someone who was just a child when the war 

happened and who they have never met.  

 

My friends are open-minded but they still have, because of a lack of knowledge, 

prejudice and use a discriminative language, which I constantly discuss with them 

and ask why do you say that and who’s fault it that. How come a person of your age 

who was just five or six years old during the war should be blamed for something that 

happened then.146 

 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
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Both Albanian and Serbian participants emphasize how much suffering was inflicted 

on the Albanian population but only the Serbian women tell stories about suffering 

from the Serbian side of things. In the lifeline question the Serbian participants 

mentions the NATO-bombings and expulsion and eviction of Serbs after the war, 

which is not mentioned by the Kosovar-Albanians. Two of the Kosovar-Albanians say 

that the Serbian participant did not have any personal relationships to Kosovo or to 

Serbs from Kosovo147. During interviews with the Serbian participants however, it 

becomes clear that at least two of them had relatives or neighbors who fled from 

Kosovo or other even more personal connections148. The Serbian participants put a lot 

of emphasis on the experience of going to Kosovo and Prishtina for the first time. 

They tell personal stories of how family members were worried and how they 

themselves were scared to speak Serbian when there149. In Kosovo a lot of the Serbian 

participants had positive experiences of meeting Kosovar-Albanian taxi drivers 

speaking Serbian150 or helpful people in pubs who brought back lost phones even 

though it was obviously a Serb who owned the phone151. All those experiences seem 

to have made the Serbian women feel accepted as Serbian by the Kosovars. 

 

Although communication between the participants from Serbia and Kosovo seem to 

have been slightly one-sided when it comes to bad experiences from the conflict there 

are examples where the Kosovar-Albanians express an understanding from the other 

perspective. One of the women from Kosovo said that she encourage the other 

Kosovars to put them self’s in the perspectives of Serbs when it comes to some 

enclaves with Serbian ethnic societies within Kosovo that are demanding 

independence. She said; “probably they felt about Kosovo as we feel about the 

enclaves now, that it belongs to them and someone is trying to take it away”152.  

 

Since all the women mention the simulation/role-play as the determining moment for 

how they got connected and that it was because of all the personal stories, from 

mainly Kosovar-Albanian women, from the time of conflict a conclusion is that 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
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transversal politics took place and had a big influence. Hearing the personal traumas 

from Kosovar-Albanians made the Serbian participant feel empathy, which in turn 

made the Kosovars feel seen, secure and accepted. It is clear through previous 

research as well as in these interviews that Serbs are seen as the guilty ones, even if 

the young women in YWPA understands that it is not the people (and especially the 

young) who should be blamed but Milosevic and other politicians. For this reason it 

seems like for a first step towards each other to be possible it was enough with this 

kind of one-sided transversal politics. Serbian participants felt accepted and faced 

their own fears just by traveling to Prishtina and meeting Kosovars-Albanians who 

did not hate them or treat them badly. Some of the Serbian participant also expressed 

age as a factor153. They were in general older than the Kosovar-Albanian group and 

figured that they might be mature enough to just accept and take in the stories from 

that side while hoping to be able to express their stories in the future. The signs of 

transversal politics were visible already in the first general questions, not only in the 

more theory driven ones. This implicates a strong evidence for that transversal politics 

and interpersonal, intrapersonal process theory is applicable in the case of the young 

Serbian and Kosovar-Albanian women from Young Women’s Peace Academy.  

!

The)“why”))

Getting the participants to express what was personally needed for reconciliation to be 

possible was quite a challenge. All of them started to express what needs to be done 

politically, that schoolbooks needs to be changed and how people need to stop 

profiting economically on status quo154. For many outside of the participants of 

YWPA there are still people missing, or rather the remains of family members 

missing, which cause a lot of pain. Recognition and establishments of fact was 

something that they all agreed on even if for Kosovar-Albanians that was more about 

crimes committed against them155 and for Serbs it was about recognizing that there 

were Serbian victims as well and that some of the Haag trials against KLA was 

faulty156. Language barriers and inclusion of Serbs in Kosovo was also something that 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
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many of them mentioned157. The Serbian participants all seem to accept Kosovo as 

independent and even if some had personal connection to it they did not seem to 

connect its independence to a loss of their identity158.  

 

A difficulty that all of the women from YWPA faced are the reactions and resentment 

from others within their own community, almost all of them mentioned threats on the 

internet when posting pictures together or angry people accusing them and calling 

them traitors in their hometowns. The women were hoping that if all the aspects 

mentioned above would change it might be possible to move past the anger from 

others in their communities as well.159 One of the Kosovar-Albanian women said that 

when she tell others in her hometown that Serbian people she knows are sorry about 

what happened and that they do accept the independence of Kosovo she can see that 

what she says has an impact. She also said that she thought that the Serbian women 

deal with guilt and for that reason have problems with talking about the issues of 

conflict and that they might be afraid of being viewed as traitors by the others. For 

this reason, she said, they can talk about everything one on one but in group they get 

defensive, talking about how non of their fathers went to war and sometimes try to but 

their suffering at the same level as ours. 160 Even though it is a one-sided perspective 

to say that the others feel guilt, recognizing that they might behave in a certain way 

because of what reactions they get from other Serbs and relating this to her own 

experiences with people from her town is an example of being rooted in herself and 

because of that being more capable of understanding another perspective. The same 

woman also expressed an understanding of why the Serbian women “tried to put their 

suffering at the same level as the Albanians”, she said that she would probably do the 

same thing if she was them.161 Two of the Serbian women talked about how hard it 

was to hear the stories from the Albanian women and said that it was a way to face 

their own fears and deal with reality162.  

 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
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There were some examples of how the Serbian women had not been able to describe 

the conflict from their perspective in the same way as the Kosovar-Albanians. The 

Kosovar-Albanians describe it as “trying to but their suffering on the same level” 

when they do and the Serbian women experienced a response which indicated that no 

one was ready to talk about that perspective yet. One Serbian woman described how 

the NATO-bombings killed ordinary people and how some of her family lived close 

to an area that could be bombed so she was afraid for them everyday163. A Kosovar-

Albanian woman emphasized how the NATO-bombings could not be compared to 

what they suffered since it was “only” bombing of military targets. She also 

mentioned that none of the Serbian women knew anyone in Kosovo164 but one of the 

Serbian interviewees told me that she had family members who had to flee after the 

conflict and some who still live in Kosovo165. The same Serbian woman did express 

how important it was to be gentle with what you say to the Kosovar-Albanian women 

because of everything they have been through; “there are still open wounds” as she 

put it166.  These inconsistencies does not mean that there were not conversations of 

Serbian suffering but maybe just that these two participants have not had this 

conversation with each other. It does however implicate that all Serbian women have 

not expressed their personal stories of suffering or needs for reconciliation in front of 

the entire group.  

 

The subject of Serbian enclaves in Kosovo today could not be approached from the 

Serbian perspective, that their rights are being violated and discrimination is common, 

without the response being that Serbs in Kosovo have a lot of constitutional rights167. 

One of the Serbian women pointed out that constitutional rights and reality is two 

different things but that this is a too sensitive subject168. Some of the Serbs also 

pointed out that when they tried to talk about Serbian victims it became a numbers 

conversation since there were fewer Serbian deaths169. “We know that the majority of 

victims were Albanians but there are also Serbian victims and we want to talk equally 
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about all kind.170” One of the Serbian women explained how the crimes on Kosovo 

are difficult to deal with within Serbia when crimes on Serbs are not being talked 

about.  

 

The first reaction you get from Serbs when you say that there were horrible crimes 

done on Kosovo, that there was genocide and so on, they answer that Albanians did it 

too but nobody talks about it [..] I think we need to say: okey, we did this and you did 

that because it is hard to talk about justice if we are not equal within the process and 

have equal rights.171 

 

There were participants emphasizing the importance of recognition for crimes against 

the other side as well. One of the Kosovar-Albanian women who worked for a gender 

equality organization said that she was upset with herself when someone else pointed 

out that there are statues honoring victims of sexual violence of the war but that they 

are only for Albanian women, she felt like she should have thought about that172. 

Another Kosovar-Albanian woman described the reactions she gets when talking 

about bringing the KLA to justice. 

 

I get these reactions from Albanians when I speak about that KLA needs to be 

brought to justice, they say that the others needs to be brought to justice first. I 

answer them, no, it is not that it should be them first and then you and third someone 

else. They need to take care of their criminals and we need to take care of ours.173 

!
One of the Kosovar-Albanian participants mentions how she saw herself and her 

position more clearly during the conflict simulation and that this was painful but 

developing experience174. The women gave a lot of examples of how they became 

more rooted in themselves during the program and how important it is to be brave and 

face each other and what happened but this was not really related to the concept of 

“why” within the conflict. All of the women I interviewed talked about how the war 

left scars in their souls or how it defined their life. However they also see themselves 
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as without hatred or with less hatred than other people within their communities.175 

They don’t have a “why” they continue a conflict, instead they are questioning why 

there still is a conflict and are motivated to live in peace instead. Many of them, 

especially the Serbian women put the blame on and in that sense also hatred and 

possible solutions on their own government, not on the other ethnicity.176   

 

One of the Kosovar women mentioned another woman from the group who could 

never really accept the new friendships because of her father’s death during the war177 

and this is probably an important thing to take note of. Even if these women have 

faced difficulties and sorrow, certain experiences could probably make it a lot harder 

to move beyond antagonism.   

 

To conclude one could say that there is a strong will amongst the women to see things 

from different perspectives and to recognize suffering on both sides. All of the 

interviewees applied because of an interest to learn more about the other side. In 

personal conversations, in small groups or one on one, they were able to discuss 

almost everything with respect and understanding of each other. As a big group there 

seem to have been some difficulties to discuss Serbian suffering without making the 

Kosovar-Albanians feel like their suffering was diminished but everyone felt like they 

were being respected and accepted for their opinions when they did speak. This part 

of identity theory is not very convincing in the case of YWPA, even if present to 

some extent, since even when asked very directly about their “why” there were 

difficulties in defining it but also there is no coherent story of were both sides have 

been able to express it openly. Instead the rooting in oneself seems to have happened 

through other mechanisms.  

Invention))

All of the women have high hopes for their future cooperation even if they have some 

fears because of the physical distance between them and their busy lives178. Most of 

them had two main reason for why their network was so important; first of was to 
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keep their friendships and second was that they really believe that they can have a 

positive impact on the situation.179  

 

We want to make it functional and good because we are changers in the region. You 

cannot see cooperation between Albanians from Kosovo and people from Serbia.180 

 

Some even emphasize the potential impact it has on their society. 

 

To show our communities, because when I talk about my friends and how I met my 

Albanian (actually uses the name) friend’s family and friends it is also something that 

shows a good example, that it can work and that it is normal.181 

 

Just two weeks after my interviews the women met in Mitrovica for their second 

strategic meeting and from what they told me afterwards that meeting was very 

productive. Since the YWPA started the women have been able to meet regularly. 

They all describe the first module, where they met for the first time, as the most 

important and emotional experience. Since then the meetings have become more 

ordinary but they constantly seem to reinforce their bond to each other and also their 

identities as feminist peacebuilders. The strong believe in the importance of the 

cooperation and network was visible in all of the interviews and described in similar 

ways and also long before asked directly about it.  

Shared)experience)of)violence)and)oppression))

Both the Serbian and Kosovar-Albanian women described the other ethnicities culture 

as more patriarchal in some sense. They described how the others have bigger 

problems with domestic violence or with how women are treated.182 In this sense they 

felt empathy for each other’s situation but at the same time it increases prejudice for 

the other ethnicity in general.  

 

All of the women from both Kosovo and Serbia agree on that the problems women 

face are similar in both states and that they can cooperate towards the same goals 
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when it comes to women’s rights. They did agree that this had an impact on how they 

connected but made clear that it was mostly the personal stories and open 

conversation that made it possible.183 Even if the struggle for women’s rights is a 

common goal and something that definitely unites them the women do not share a 

view that the situations can be comparable and in some instances talking about it even 

increased prejudice about each other. It was not brought up during any of the open 

questions as an explanation to their friendship either. This could of course also be 

because it was such an obvious part of the program. The interviewees might not have 

thought about mentioning it since the interviewer had also been a part of the last step 

of the program, which was mostly about formulating common strategies between 

women from all of the participating countries.   

Rationale)to)reject)male)defined)ethnicity)

Half of the women connected the issues of nationalism to the situation for women in 

respective countries, two Serbian and one Kosovar-Albanian interviewee184. The two 

Serbian women who made that connection viewed the impact of war similar for 

women from Kosovo and Serbia, since nationalism was rising in both places.  

 

When we realize that we are affected by the same issues we are able to overcome 

obstacles and see what nationality does to us and how it is connected to patriarchy 

and why it is easier for women to be leaders in reconciliation processes. Because 

there is a very visible connection between these things.185 

 

They did still emphasize that the suffering of women in Kosovo was greater because 

of all the experiences during the war.186 The women who did connect nationalism to 

the situation for women did not identify themselves as Serbian or Albanian or at least 

had a very week connection to their ethnicity in that sense. They did instead express a 

connection to the states of Serbia and Kosovo, wanting to improve the situation for 

women within the states. In this sense they viewed themselves as women first and 

Serbian/Kosovar as a frame or reality through which they exist.187  
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Even if my ethnicity is Albanian, I feel more Kosovar, not Albanian. I am not 

nationalistic or not proud of the country I have but maybe I feel like a human being 

first, a woman and maybe in the future a peacebuilder. I do not put it as a priority to 

present myself as Albanian.188 

 

Women on both sides drew the connection between women as passive observers in 

conflict while men are actors and how this made it more natural for women to be 

actors in peace processes and connect to other women.189 That men are seen as violent 

and women as peaceful had a big impact on how, at least one, of the Kosovar women 

where able to connect to the Serbian women.  

 

After the war I had no contact with Serbian men. Maybe this is important; we don’t 

see Serbian women and girls as dangerous because in war we only had contact with 

bad Serbian men. This might be why we find Serbian women more acceptable and we 

are not scared of them.190 

 

Some of them also mentioned that these gender roles are socially constructed, that 

men were raised in a different way not to show emotions and to protect the ethnicity 

in form of their women and the state.191  

 

I am questioning how connected we would be if men would also been involved, 

probably not as much. This is because of how different we experience war and 

because how we have been raised. Men have been raised with masculinity so it would 

be difficult with the parts where everyone was crying since they have been raised not 

to cry or be sensitive. It would have to be really open-minded men.192 

 

One of the Serbian women did have a personal experience of how young Serbian men 

tried to “protect” Serbian women from Albanian men and how this objectified 

women.  
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In one of the cooperation’s that I am in there was this Albanian guy flirting with a girl 

from Serbia and a Serbian guy was like: Oh my god, he is taking our woman!193 

 

Still she did have a strong Serbian and orthodox identity and thought that this does not 

have to be contradictory; you can be Serbian and patriotic without objectifying 

women she said. She also pointed out that she was not the only one who felt this way 

within the group, that they were a mix of people with different views on the 

subject.194  

 

One of the Serbian women also pointed to a generation difference; that young people 

more easily reject the ethnicity and gender roles that they have been given. She 

argued that even men reject the male norm of Serbian ethnicity; they question why 

they would want to die for their state or their ethnicity.195 On the other hand a 

Kosovar-Albanian woman described how young people feel a lot of hatred and a 

strong nationalism toward Serbs and how she could see how this hatred was being 

taught to many of the young people in her village by the history they are told.196  

 

Some women did not connect gender and ethnicity as straight forward to nationalism. 

When asked straightforward if she could see that nationalism had an effect on the 

women in Serbia, one of the Kosovar-Albanian women answered that “nationalism in 

Serbia is mostly directed at Albanians” not at Serbian women197. 

 

The women, on both sides, which clearly connected nationalism and negative 

consequences for women were the ones who had more experiences of gender theory 

or working within women’s organizations. They also talked more about negative 

consequences for women in general than from any specific country.198 
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Almost all of the women did see themselves as young women and peacebuilders 

rather than Serbian or Kosovar-Albanian199. The women from Kosovo all said that 

they think that their Albanian identity is a big part of them but that they try to say that 

they are Kosovars and tries to make others also see that they are Kosovars first.200 

This could be a step towards identifying, similar to most of the Serbian girls, with the 

state and what it can provide for you and the other way around instead of with an 

ethnicity. One of the Kosovar women even said that it is important that people start to 

see themselves as Kosovars for Kosovo to become a working and peaceful state. She 

compared it to Sweden and said “when the state is able to provide you with what you 

need you don’t care about people’s ethnicity, you don’t think of them and us.”201   

 

Even if not directly connecting ethnicity to masculinity or oppressive and violent 

experiences for women straight forward, all of the women connect masculinity and 

violence and so men as actors during conflict and at the same time describe women as 

passive in conflict while active in peacebuilding. The women see a rational in 

connecting their identity to the state instead of ethnicity and how the state can 

contribute to their lives and how they can use their lives to build a better state. In this 

sense they do reject a masculine defined ethnicity and nationalism for a version 

according to their own definition. For the women who connected nationalism to the 

situation for women, the rejection of male defined ethnicity was visible early in the 

interviews while for the others it could be discovered on a subconscious level in the 

more deductive questions.  

Feminism))

All of the women called themselves feminists even if one of the women said that she 

had a problem with the word feminism but not because of what it stands for but 

because there is a word for it. She explained that there is always a word for everything 

that is viewed as different, for example when women fall in love with other women; 

they are lesbian, just because it is different than the norm. For that reason there should 

not even be a word for feminism, since it is what should be considered normal and the 
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norm. Instead there should be a word for those who think that men should have 

special rights.202  

!
All of the women agree that feminism is about equal opportunities no matter your sex 

or gender. Two of the women, one Serbian and one Kosovar-Albanian clearly 

connects being a feminist to being anti-essentials in general, they say that when you 

are a feminist, understanding that there are social structures that creates stereotypes 

and inequalities between gender, ethnicity or people with different sexual orientation, 

is part of the package203. One of them also described that when you go against norms 

in your society you start seeing people as individuals and no longer as “us and 

“them”204. The Kosovar-Albanian woman describes how  

 

It is about privilege. My male friends cannot see the kind of issues we do, they think 

that we are being dramatic. They have been blinded by privilege [...] They have not 

seen this inequality through life so they don’t question it.[…] It comes together, when 

you start seeing those kind of things you also start looking at the impact the war had 

also on Serbs.205 

 

All of the women connect feminism to a struggle, a fight for equality and towards 

liberation.  

 

Feminism means this freedom to women, you realize all the expectations the society 

have for you and you can choice for your self what you want […] To fight for 

yourself and do the same thing as men because women keep it quiet and men fights. 

To be accepted for who you are and it is really liberating to me.206 

 

Many of them connect feminism to their future work and aspirations. Some of them 

mention the special ability women have to connect to and understand each other.207 

One Serbian woman described what she learned about feminism during the academy 

in the following words.  
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I saw that there is like a special line for feminists, we can connect with women from 

all over the world because we can talk and understand each other differently than 

men. Afterwards I felt empowered and thought that I am a feminist and I can fight for 

everything, like war and social inequality. So after the academy I was enlightened.208  

 

Many of the women have just recently started calling themselves feminist, two even 

started after the YWPA.209 Still they feel like they have been feminists all their life, it 

is about reacting to injustices and believing in equality. One of them said (with a big 

smile and a sparkle in her eye) that she was so happy when she learned the word 

because then she realized that it was nothing wrong with her, she is just a feminist.210  

 
A few of the women did, as mentioned above, express that being a feminist included 

understanding and fighting the same structures when it comes to ethnicity, sexual 

orientation, social class or all other inequalities. For these women this was clear early 

in the interview. For that reason, we could say that in this case, if women are aware of 

feminist theories, are familiar with the concept and identify with it then, in line with 

theory, it helps them to see beyond and fight other inequalities as well.  This was 

however not the first and strongest connection that the women made during the 

interviews. What everyone did however was connecting it to activism and fighting for 

women’s rights in an active sense. It was also clear that all of the women felt 

compelled to call themselves feminists after the YWPA even if some might have had 

issues with it before or not even known about the word. Having a positive experience 

of being feminist activist and in this sense driving actors, not passive victims or 

objects, during the academy seem to have made the women adopt a feminist identity.  

Empowering)an)alternative)identity)))

All of the women expressed a personal growth during the program early on in the 

interviews. Many of the women felt accepted for their personalities, even if they were 

the ones making inappropriate jokes or taking up to much space.211  
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I was joking all the time, even about things that might not be appropriate to joke 

about. I think that they also saw what I look like when I am angry but they accept that 

as well. But I was very honest about everything I said and suggestions and I think that 

they recognized that.212 

 

They also felt seen by their trainers, who had been really good at telling them how 

they personally had developed in different ways.  

 

It was very interesting because in the end the trainers said also that I had developed as 

a person. In the end I was speaking all the time.213 

 

Two of the interviewees had been selected to all the steps of the program (including 

the international meeting in Istanbul and a final trip to Sweden), these two clearly felt 

empowered, seen and appreciated.214 Most of the women talked about how much had 

happened after the program, how they have changed and how many opportunities they 

have had afterwards.215 They had all learned a lot about themselves, developed as 

persons and now wants to include what they have learned in their future careers; for 

themselves but also to inspire and empower others.  

 

I guess I was encouraged so now I want to encourage other young women to do the 

same thing because it had such a big impact on our lives.216 

 

Everybody took something from this academy but for everyone it is proportional to 

who they are, For me it was a very important thing and in this stage of my life it was 

very very important since it has really showed me and how I will work further in my 

life, especially professionally.217 

 

Half of the women emphasized how you cannot sit around and wait for politicians; 

you need to make things happen yourself. In this aspect they saw themselves as 

important actors for their communities in the future and believed that they could have 
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a big impact.218 “I felt very motivated to start something, like I had the ability and 

almost like it is expected of me to start something.219” 

 

It is not that I will create all these big changes but I believe that change does not 

happen from politicians but from the people in very small small steps.220 

 

When asking how their families reacted to their participation many of the 

interviewees talked about how independent they are, about their integrity or how they 

are trusted.221 By participating in peace projects or other activities beyond the norm 

within their society the young women actually redefines themselves to these qualities.  

 

For the Serbian participants it seem to have strengthen their identity as peaceful, 

mature, understanding and brave when hearing the stories of the young Kosovar-

Albanians from the war without getting defensive.  

 

Some of the participants described earlier moments in life, connected to peace 

building, when their identity had been strengthened222 but all of them described the 

YWPA as a very strong event in this sense. All of the women seem to have developed 

personally, no matter if they learned to take less space sometimes and listen more to 

others, or the ability to take more space and make your voice heard or learned more 

about peacebuilding or gender theory. This was clear early in all of the interviews, for 

many it was amongst the first things that they said223. Almost all of the women 

described how they are able to influence their community today when it comes to 

gender equality, but mostly when it comes to forming more peaceful relations 

between Serbs and Kosovar-Albanians. All taken together it becomes clear that the 

women feel empowered, capable and motivated as feminist and peacebuilding activist 

who can really make a change.  
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5.3'Mechanism'matrix''

The matrix below summarize how the theorized mechanisms where visible during the 

interviews. To clarify how some of them differed between the Serbian and Kosovar 

interviewees they are divided in two different columns. Where the mechanisms had 

different contextures between the two they are italicized.  

Figure)2.)Mechnism)matrix))

!
! Serbian interviewees  Kosovar interviewees  
Transversal Politics  
&Intra-inter personal  
Process 

-Facing their fears 
 
-Accepted in Kosovo !

-Telling personal traumas 
 
-Feeling heard by Serbian 
participants  
 

The Why -Perceived as trying to but 
the suffering at the same 
level  
 
-They feel like it can wait 
until everyone is ready to 
deal with it  
 
-In one and one 
conversations 
 
-Reactions from the own 
community/being a traitor  
 

-Mostly heard, accepted and 
perceived as reasonable  
 
-In one and one conversation 
 
-Reactions from the own 
community/being a traitor  
  

Invention -Strong believe in the future 
cooperation  
 
-Strong will to keep 
friendships 
 
-Strong believe in what they 
can accomplish  
 

-Strong believe in the future 
cooperation  
 
-Strong will to keep 
friendships 
 
-Strong believe in what they 
can accomplish  
!

Shared experience of 
violence and 
oppression 

-Fighting gender inequality 
and oppression was a factor 
that united them but not the 
biggest one  
 
-Hearing about the Kosovar-
Albanians experiences 
created empathy but also 
prejudice  

-Fighting gender inequality 
and oppression was a factor 
that united them but not the 
biggest one 
 
-Hearing about the Serbian 
experiences created empathy 
but also prejudice  
!
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Rejecting  
Male defined ethnicity 

-Most connect nationalism to 
negative consequences for 
women and rejects it, but not 
all.  
 
-When connecting 
nationalism to negative 
consequences for women 
there is a tendency to 
describe suffering for all 
women.  
 
-Connects masculinity to 
violence and therefore to 
actors during conflict  
 
-Even young men rejects 
violently defined ethnicity  
 
-Women are more able to 
build peace  
 
-Identifying with the state, 
not ethnicity  
 
-Within the state, women 
can be actors, especially in 
peacebuilding  

-A few connect nationalism 
to negative consequences for 
women  
 
-When connecting 
nationalism to negative 
consequences for women 
there is a tendency to 
describe suffering for all 
women. 
 
-Connects masculinity to 
violence and therefore to 
actors during conflict 
 
-Women are more able to 
build peace 
 
-Identifying with the state, 
not ethnicity 
 
-Within the state, women 
can be actors, especially in 
peacebuilding 

Feminism -Interviewees with much 
knowledge of gender theory 
viewed feminism as a anti-
essentialist package which 
therefore means inclusion of 
all  
 
-For all of the women, 
feminism is connected to 
fighting for women’s rights 
and agency  
 
-Many of the women just 
recently learned that they are 
feminist, some during the 
YWPA  

-Interviewees with much 
knowledge of gender theory 
viewed feminism as a anti-
essentialist package which 
therefor means inclusion of 
all 
 
-For all of the women, 
feminism is connected to 
fighting for women’s rights 
and agency 
 
-Many of the women just 
recently learned hat they are 
feminist, some during the 
YWPA!

Empower 
Alternative identity 

-Personal growth, accepted 
as the individuals they are 
and seen by trainers  
 

-Personal growth, accepted 
as the individuals they are 
and seen by trainers 
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-Serbian participants 
experienced growth and 
maturity when facing their 
fears and mostly when 
hearing the stories from 
Kosovar participants and 
being able to save their own 
stories for later.  
 
-Experienced new 
opportunities and 
capabilities after the 
program 
 
-Empowered, capable, 
feminist peacebuilders   
 
 

-Experienced new 
opportunities and 
capabilities after the 
program 
 
-Empowered, capable, 
feminist peacebuilders !

!
!
!

5.4'Zoom'analysis''

The lifestory interviews conducted in this thesis centers on the young women from 

Kosovo and Serbia and aims at capturing them as agent in their own lives but also in 

relation to the political and institutional post-conflict environments in which they live.  

The aim is to understand the transition towards non-antagonistic identities by 

collecting the different experiences from the women and connecting patterns, which 

can explain the outcome. To grasp this a zoom analysis has been used. Below the 

different levels will show how the mechanisms described in previous section relate to 

each other on the different levels of analysis.  

Macro.)level))

The women in Kosovo and Serbia all feel as if the conflict has had a major impact on 

their lives, that it even defined it. The sociocultural dimensions in which they live in 

are a society where the people who defines themselves as Serbs and Albanian live in 

separate spheres, it is patriarchal and has economical and unemployment difficulties. 

For especially Kosovars the possibilities to travel, study abroad and so on are very 

limited due to visa difficulties. For young women in both states this reality means 

limited opportunities for the future. These women, in particular, challenge many of 

the social norms. They socialize with the people from the other ethnicity and they go 
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against traditional gender roles by living on their own, don’t marry early, focus on a 

carrier more than on creating a family and most of all they express their opinions and 

demand their space. Within their societies they are therefore often confronted as 

traitors, threatened or meets resistance from their “own people” in other ways. (Pruth 

et al 2015) When attending the academy or similar programs they find themselves 

within another community, where these qualities are valued and encouraged, the 

feminist and peacebuilding community. In many ways what might be called “The 

international” and at times, even the state, becomes a new society in which they can 

relate, feel belonging and find opportunities. They receive an identity boost, which 

probably makes it easier for them to reject the societies that won’t accept them. 

Seeing their children becoming strong independent women seem to influence family 

and friends to also open up their minds and in this way the young women truly have 

an impact on society for the better.  

 

At the macro level the interaction between ethnicity, gender and age seem to be 

central. Being women in ethnicized conflict societies has given them a passive role 

within their societies and therefore a rationale to reject their male defined ethnicity. 

By taking part in peacebuilding and feminist programs they are offered an alternative 

empowering identity as young women within peacebuilding as well as an alternative 

community where they can belong as actors. Invention, in form of the network the 

women have created, is constantly reinforcing this alternative identity and community 

at the same time as it is slowly transforming the society (family and friends) where 

they live to be more accepting of their new role within society.  

Meso.level))

Most of the women describe themselves as independent, open and without hate which 

helps them make sense of why they are participating in programs like YWPA and 

why their families accept it. Even if not always described in this way by the 

interviewees, the appreciation, respect and attention from trainers, Kvinna till Kvinna 

or others empowers the women. This drives the women to take even more steps in the 

same direction, to identify with other feminists and peacebuilders from other places of 

the world rather with their ethnicity or societies. By empowering an alternative 

identity the women felt compelled to and almost like it was expected by them to do 
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something, which resulted in the network. The network, through the mechanism of 

invention, then keeps on reinforcing their empowered alternative identity. Being 

accepted, encouraged and empowered by each other but also trainers during the 

program seems to have been essential for both Serbian and Kosovar participants.  

 

Transversal Politics and intra-inter personal process was together with an empowered 

alternative identity the mechanisms most clearly visible early in the interviews even if 

in varying shapes. According to the ARIA approach, the “why” could be a key to 

becoming more rooted in your own identity and agency by formulating your need in a 

certain way. The women in this study where not, however, use to formulating a why 

in this way, which suggests that this is not what happened in this case. An explanation 

could be that by accepting an alternative empowered identity as feminist 

peacebuilders the women became more rooted in their identity and agency anyway 

and so also more understanding of others stories and needs. Feminism is in itself seen 

as a fight and a struggle, which gives the women agency.  

 

The personal meeting between individuals was essential for the cooperation and 

friendships built during the program. Many of the women have become very close 

with the people they shared rooms with and with whom they could be very open and 

personal, no matter of ethnicity.224 Being young makes you more perceptive to 

attitude change. That the women were relatively young probably put them in a better 

position to formulate non-antagonistic identities. Being women, and therefore given a 

passive role in a conflict society, probably makes you search for agency even more. 

Finding your agency in form of a feminist and peacebuilder at the same time as you 

hear personal stories from and connect to those who you previously considered your 

enemy, at a young age, probably makes it more likely that you stick to that alternative 

identity also in the future.  

 

One should not reduce the influence of family. Even if the women might not express a 

strong support from family members it seems to be visible through all descriptions 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
224 Interview 4 but also in other conversations  
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that the families could have shown far more hostility against the other ethnicity within 

the home than what they seem to have done in these cases.225  

Micro.level)

Almost all the women said that the environment during the academy was very 

respectful and that everyone started from the point of view that no one was trying to 

offend anyone.226 They were very careful when asked if there were conflicts and clear 

about it not being something related to ethnicity.227 Only when asked about specific 

things it became clear that there might have been some difficulties accepting different 

perspectives and that some stereotypes about the others were still there. When 

formulating a question about “the others” it was almost always taken for granted that I 

meant the other ethnicity even in the cases where I could just have meant the other 

participants in general.  

 

When the women build up an alternative identity to their ethnicity in form of a 

feminist one they accept certain values. Sometimes these values might go against the 

acceptance of different cultures because of a perception that certain cultures are more 

patriarchal. This can become complicated for someone with the identity of a feminist 

peacebuilder. Both the Serbian and the Kosovar women described a picture of the 

Other as more patriarchal in different ways when asked questions around the 

mechanism of “shared experience of violence and oppression”. This provides us with 

an idea of what can become problematic when forming this particular empowered 

identity. If your believes increases prejudice about the Other, antagonism remains on 

certain levels. In this case the women seem to accept each other as Serbs and 

Kosovar-Albanians but there is a difference between accepting each other as feminists 

in spite of ethnicity and accepting each other as both feminist and belonging to a 

certain ethnicity. This distinction could probably be a lot clearer in other cases and 

contexts.  

Interaction.level)

In this study I, as a researcher have gone through the same program as the 

interviewees even if within a different context and with some adapted content. This 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
225 Interview 1,3,4,5 and 6  
226 Interview 1,2,3,4,5 and 6 
227 Interview 1,2,3 and 4!!
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gives a deeper understanding of the process but also possibly a tendency to take 

certain things for granted and being blind to certain aspects. Since the object of 

observation is the relationship that was built between the Serbian and Kosovar 

participants the Swedish researcher does however become an outsider. The researcher 

could have been seen as partial if there was a greater connection to either side. This 

could be the case if the participant considered the researcher to be closer to some of 

the participants. From the content of the interviews it does not seem like the 

participants from a certain state held back more than from the other. 

 

That there is a personal relationship between some of the interviewees and the 

researcher could also be problematic. That there are some interviewees from both 

Kosovo and Serbia, which had no personal connection to the researcher 

beforehand228, makes this possible to partly control for by looking at if the content of 

the interviews differed between the ones with a personal relationship and the ones 

without. To a certain extent the interviews differ. Where there is a personal 

relationship the interviews were longer but regarding content the difference was that 

they contained internal jokes and comments.  

 

Because of the researchers connection to YWPA the interviewees might both have left 

things out since they saw them as taken for granted or put certain things in for other 

reasons than what the researcher were looking for. The interviewees probably saw the 

researcher as a part of the feminist, peacebuilding community that they themselves 

identify with. This might have increased their willingness to emphasize the 

importance of feminism, gender equality and peace also by presenting themselves 

more in line with these identifications. There might also have been a believed 

necessity to exaggerate the positive effects of YWPA since the researcher has a 

connection to the organization, which organized the program even though it was made 

clear that the study was completely independent. The only cure to these problems is, 

as mentioned, for me as a researcher to think more about where the women come 

from in their statements than of what they are saying.  

!

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
228 Interview 4 and 5  
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6. Conclusion'–'Practice'tracing'peacebuilding'for'young'women'

Antagonism occurs, according to the definition of theorists as Chantal Mouffe, when a 

respective other is perceived as threatening to the very existence of our identity. It is 

the relationship between enemies who has nothing in common and it occurs when a 

conflict has no rational solution. During the conflict in Kosovo an antagonistic 

relationship between Serbs and Albanians was at the very core. This does not have to 

be the case since the two ethnicities in many aspects have a lot in common. Today the 

situation is unstable but relatively functional, violent incidences are scares. But 

unfortunately, so are cooperation and friendships between the two. The young women 

from YWPA have managed to get pass the status of antagonism. If they are in a stage 

of agonism, adversaries who share a commitment to some principles but with 

different interpretation or if it is truly friendship, reconciliation and maybe a newly 

formed collective identity is a question to complicated to answer in this thesis. What 

can be established is that they are making the choice to spend a lot of time together 

and cooperate, in spite of resistance from their respective communities.  

 

This master thesis aimed at providing a deeper understanding of the intersectionality 

between gender, ethnicity and age within peacebuilding by conducting an 

observational study and life-interviews with six of the 19 young women from the 

Kosovo-Serbia chapter of Young Women’s Peace Academy. The results showed 

some relevance for all the mechanism theorized even if in different forms and at 

different levels of relevance.  

 

The women themselves identified personal stories, honesty and empathy as the 

strongest reasons for the connection between them, theoretically this is what is called 

the “inter-intrapersonal process/transversal politics” mechanism. Hearing each other’s 

stories, being able to speak openly about what happened and feeling heard and 

respected by people of the other ethnicity had a big impact on how the women 

connected, as they themselves express it.  

 

Being able to really hear the Others stories is according to all theories in this thesis 

connected to being rooted in your own identity in some way. Since antagonism is 

formed when the very existence of your identity is threatened a cure against it is to 
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feel secure in your identity again. According to the “why” mechanism this would have 

taken form as being more rooted in yourself and the conflicting identity/your 

ethnicity. This did not seem to be the case for the women from YWPA but instead an 

alternative identity as feminist peacebuilders gave them agency and security in their 

own identities. In a very simplified way one could claim that their new identities no 

longer put them in an antagonistic situation but more of a collective one.   

 

The women in this case were more perceptive of an alternative identity since being 

women in a conflict society puts them in a subordinate passive position while being 

feminist peacebuilders provides them with agency. Being relatively young also made 

them perceptive of attitude change.  

 

Bearing in mind that the account of the practice of peacebuilding remains 

metaphorical and consists of an interpretation that departs from the practical 

interpretative logics on the ground all I could aim for in this thesis was to try and 

capture the logics within the practice of peacebuilding in this case to understand how 

it lead to non-antagonistic identities while at the same time being aware of the 

reconstructive process that it entails. From this perspective it is not possible to draw 

empirical generalizations about peacebuilding but rather to develop concepts of 

mechanism as theoretical abstractions, which can help to classify practices of 

peacebuilding across cases.  

 

The practice of peacebuilding (breaking antagonism) in this case is an instance of 

strengthening people’s sense of identity, an identity built on agency instead of 

victimization of the Other.  

 

It provides us with some insight to how gender does matter within peacebuilding but 

maybe not because women are natural peacemakers but rather because of how gender 

matters in conflict. During ethnicized conflicts women become defined as passive 

victims or carriers, which causes a loss of agency. When women can be empowered, 

confirmed and seen within peace-processes it provides them with new agency and as a 

rational consequence they rather define themselves within that sphere than with the 

ethnicity where they are perceived as passive. The women in this case were a most 
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likely case because of their age and previous experiences within the field, which made 

them a good case for fine-tuning this mechanism. It also provided us with some 

insight to possible pitfalls of building alternative identities as feminist. When 

patriarchy is seen as cultural and belonging to the Others culture, feminism might 

even increase prejudice and antagonism towards other cultures.  

 

Far more research needs be done within the field of peacebuilding and specifically in 

the understanding of how we can break antagonism. Youth and gender aspects are 

definitely of great importance. Young people are the most susceptible group and are 

therefore key if we want to change attitudes. During my visit to Kosovo and Serbia 

and during the interviews it was clear to me how the young women were able to 

influence also people around them. A parent’s love for their child can heal wounds 

from previous losses. When a young person gets confirmation, attention and 

encouragement for their work as peacebuilders, most parents cannot help but to feel 

pride and take steps away from their own prejudice and antagonistic identities. We 

can also see all over the world how young people without aspirations and 

opportunities become lost and vulnerable to violent movements.  

 

Because of the strong connection between masculinity, violence and war men might 

feel like they are losing their agency when moving towards reconciliation after an 

ethnicized conflict and therefore has the rationale to resist such progress. 

Understanding how we can transform masculinity is central to preventing conflict and 

looking at successful examples of peacebuilding, which include men, to understand 

how agency can be promoted without violence is therefore of great interest. Including 

aspects of class in the analysis is another one.  

 

Since antagonism is not a final stage you reach but rather a spectra of different levels, 

the concept of mechanism (as a theoretical abstraction) hypothesized from this thesis; 

that strengthening people’s sense of identity where identity is built on agency can 

break antagonism, could also be relevant at different levels of antagonism, for 

instance in contexts of migration. 
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It is important to also emphasize that it is not as easy as to say that all women have a 

rationale to reject ethnic conflict and are therefore natural peacebuilders. Hopefully 

this thesis can provide some insights to the intersectionality between ethnicity, gender 

and age, which can be useful in the future of peacebuidling programs.  
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Appendix'1.'Timeline'Kosovo'conflict''
 
1996  

– The KLA demands that Yugoslavian government should stop occupying and 

colonizing Kosovo territory.  

– KLA exploited a series of bombs in Serbian refugee camps and began 

attacking Serbian policemen.  

 

1997  

– Slobodan Milosevic becomes the Yugoslavian president.  

 

1998 

– Serbian security forces were dispatched to Kosovo to surpress the KLA 

activities.  

 

1999 

– NATO organized the Rambouillet peace talks. 

– In March, NATO air bombings of Yugoslavian military installations in 

Kosovo and Serbia.  

– In June Milosevic agreed to the terms set by NATO to end the conflict.  

– NATO led peacekeeping force entered Kosovo.  

 

2005  

– UN led process to determine the final status of Kosovo without any agreement 

being reached.  

 

2008  

– 17th of February Kosovo assembly declares Kosovo and independent state.  

2013 

– In April the Brussels agreement is signed, a technical agreement to normalize 

relations.   
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Appendix'2.'List'of'Interviews''
!
Interview 1 : 20/3-2016 Kosovar-Albanian  
 
Interview 2: 21/3-2016 Kosovar-Albanian  
 
Interview 3: 21/3-2016 Serbian 
 
Interview 4: 22/3-2016 Kosovar-Albanian  
 
Interview 5: 24/3 -2016 Serbian  
 
Interview 6: 4/4 -2016 Serbian  
! !
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Appendix'3.'Interview'questions'
!

Questions+part+1+(open+and+inductive)++

!

YWPA!

1. What!led!you!to!apply!to!Young!Women’s!Peace!Academy?!What!

motivated!you?!

!

2. What!were!your!expectations!beforehand?!!

!

3. If!you!try!to!think!back!on!the!first!meeting!how!did!you!experience!that?!

The!second?!Now!when!the!program!is!over,!what!was!your!overall!

experience!of!YWPA?!!!!

!

4. Do!you!think!that!your!experience!differed!from!the!others!somehow?!

(Could!be!interpreted!as!compared!to!the!other!ethnicity!or!others!in!

general!(including!Swedish,!Armenian,!Bosnian!or!Azerbaijani!

participants)!!

!

5. Was!anything!extra!challenging!for!you?!What?!!

!

6. Were!there!conflicts?!How!did!you!experience!and!interpret!them?!What!

were!they!about?!!

!

7. How!has!your!family!and!friends!reacted!to!you!participating!in!the!

program?!!

!

8. What!are!the!most!important!things!that!you!personally!learned?!!

!

!

SerbiaeKosovo!!

1. Did!you!know!any!of!the!other!participants!beforehand?!!

!
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2. What!were!your!thoughts!on!meeting!the!others!before!the!first!time?!!

!

3. How!did!you!experience!meeting!the!others!the!first!time?!

!

4. Did!your!relationship!towards!the!others!change!during!the!training?!!

!

5. What!would!you!say!made!your!relationship!towards!the!others!change!

over!time?!!

!

6. How!do!you!think!others!perceived!you!during!the!program?!!

!

7. (If!they!haven’t!mentioned!the!different!ethnicities!before,!ask!here!if!they!

had!any!perceptions!about!the!other!ethnicity!before?!What!were!your!

expectations!of!the!Serbian/KosovareAlbanian!participants?)!!

!

8. Could!you!draw!a!lifeline,!pointing!out!moments!when!your!perception!of!

Kosovo/Serbia!relations!has!changed!for!you,!personally?!I!am!not!

looking!for!important!moments!in!history!in!general,!if!they!were!not!

specifically!important!to!you.!!Were!there!some!specific!events!or!people!

that!influenced!you!into!believing!something!else?!!!

!

I+will+now+ask+more+specific+questions+related+to+a+certain+approach+within+

peacebuilding.+It+might+feel+like+we+are+repeating+some+topics+from+the+

previous+questions+but+the+answers+to+these+questions+can+rule+out+or+

establish+certain+theories+so+they+are+important+to+really+zoom+in+on+and+

identify+specific+aspects.++

!

Questions+part+2+(more+closed+and+deductive)++

From!the!Identityetheory!and!the!ageing!stability!hypothesis!

1. What!would!you!define!as!the!biggest!issues/strongest!grievance!for!you!

as!part!of!a!Serb/KosovareAlbanian!community?!If!you!would!express!it!as!
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a!“!I!need”?!Not!so!much!what!others!can!do!for!you!but!what!you!need!to!

feel!for!reconciliation!to!be!possible?!!

!

(Example:!If!I!am!being!harassed!by!men!when!I!am!walking!down!the!street!I!

could!say:!I!need!men!to!stop!harassing!me!in!the!street!or!I!could!express!it!

as!what!I!need:!I!need!to!have!my!personal!space!even!when!I!am!out!in!the!

street,!I!want!to!decide!when!I!interact!with!strangers).!!!

!

2. Have!you!ever!expressed!this!“need”!in!that!way!in!front!of!the!other!

participants!in!YWPA!or!amongst!people!you!know!that!are!

Serbs/KosovareAlbanians?!!

!

3. What!reaction!did!you!get!when!you!expressed!your!“need”?!!

!

4. Have!you!ever!heard!what!the!Serbs/KosovoeAlbanians/others!“need”?!

What!would!you!say!that!is?!How!does!that!make!you!feel?!

!

5. Have!you!at!any!point!in!time!thought!about!if!you!(your!community),!

somehow!contribute!to!the!tension/conflict!between!Serbs!and!Kosovare

Albanians?!How?!!

!

6. How!do!you!perceive!your!Serbian/KosovoeAlbanian!identity!compared!

to!the!“others”!today?!What!does!it!mean!to!be!Serb/KosovareAlbanian!for!

you?!(How!often!to!you!think!of!yourself!as!a!Serb/Kosovar!Albanian,!

Could!you!describe!how!important!your!ethnicity!is!for!your!identity!

compared!to!being!a!woman,!young!or!other!characteristics)!!

!

7. Have!you!always!had!that!perception!of!your!identity!compared!to!others!

or!has!it!changed!over!the!years?!!

!

8. How!do!you!think!that!“they”!perceive!you/Serbs/KosovoeAlbanians?!!

!
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9. How!are!your!feelings!about!your!future!cooperation,!the!network!that!

you!are!starting!up?!What!are!your!expectations?!Do!you!have!any!fears?!!

!

Gendered!and!Youth!aspects!

1. Do!you!think!that!the!conflict!has!had!any!impact!on!what!it!means!to!be!a!

Serbian/KosovoeAlbanian!woman?!Does!it!have!any!impact!on!being!a!

young!woman!in!Serbia/Kosovo!today?!How,!in!what!way?!!

!

2. Do!you!think!that!this!experience!(as!a!woman)!differs!between!the!

women!from!Serbia!and!Kosovo?!What!are!the!differences?!What!are!the!

similarities?!!

!

3. Do!you!think!that!your!experience!as!a!woman!gives!you!a!different!

perspective!of!the!conflict!and!posteconflict!situations?!In!what!way?!!

!

4. Do!you!think!that!talking!about!your!situation!as!young!women!in!

respective!countries!has!had!an!impact!on!how!you!connected!with!the!

other!participants?!In!what!way?!!

!

5. What!do!you!think!would!happen!if!one!did!a!similar!program!but!

included!men,!a!“Young!Peace!Academy”,!where!men!and!women!from!

Serbia!and!Kosovo!got!together!and!spoke!about!their!experiences!as!men!

and!women?!Do!you!think!that!they!would!end!up!forming!a!network!and!

cooperation!as!you!have?!Why?!Why!not?!What!questions!would!not!have!

appeared!do!you!think?!Why!is!that?!Are!these!important!for!how!you!

connected!during!YWPA?!!

!

6. Do!you!call!yourself!a!feminist?!What!is!the!meaning!of!that!word!to!you?!

How!long!have!you!called!yourself!a!feminist?!!

 


